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ABSTRACT 

 

 Camille Saint-Saëns’s (1835–1921) Messe de Requiem op. 54 (1878) is among the 

many works by that composer that are all but forgotten by contemporary musicians. As is 

the case with most of Saint-Saëns’s forgotten works, it is of remarkably high quality, 

possessing numerous features that make it desirable and accessible to a variety of 

ensembles. In this study I seek to bring greater awareness of the piece to a wider 

audience, to provide a framework for understanding the most prominent style features of 

the work, and to ascertain its relationship to other well-known French Requiems of the 

nineteenth century. To this end, this study identifies and summarizes two trends in French 

Requiem composition in the nineteenth century: the dramatic trend, exemplified by the 

Grande Messe des morts op. 5 (1837) of Hector Berlioz, and the conservative trend, 

exemplified by the second and third of Charles Gounod’s four Requiem settings: the 

Messe breve pour les morts (1873), and the Messe funèbre (1883). Salient style features 

of these three works are discussed in order to determine how their respective composers 

bring about the dramatic and conservative affects of their respective works. An analysis 

of the form, text setting, expressive elements (including dynamics, articulation, and 

orchestration), harmonic practice, and choral voice leading of Saint-Saëns’s Requiem is 

also given, including a discussion of the relationship of the style features of this work to 

those of the Berlioz and Gounod Requiems. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

The Messe de Requiem op. 54 (1878) of Camille Saint-Saëns (1835–1921), like 

most of his compositions, has been all but forgotten by contemporary musicians. When I 

first encountered the piece in 2010 as a member of the music faculty at Arizona Western 

College, I had never heard of it before, much less actually heard it. Similarly, when I 

presented the piece to my doctoral mentor as a possible topic for my DMA Lecture 

Recital, he had never heard of it either. The more I have studied and rehearsed the piece, 

the more I wonder why it is so seldom performed, especially given the fact that the 

Requiem (1888/93) of Gabriel Fauré (1845–1924), the style, duration, and difficulty level 

of which is so similar to Saint-Saëns’s, is among the most frequently performed 

Requiems in the canon. 

As I have researched Saint-Saëns’s Requiem further, I have learned that much of 

his music has suffered a similar fate, largely due to an unfortunate coincidence of 

chronology. Saint-Saëns died in 1921, when the modernist movement in classical music 

was in full swing. Saint-Saëns was not a modernist, and openly disapproved of musical 

modernism. As a result, although he was one of the most revered French composers of 

the nineteenth century—if not the most revered, by the time of his death his vocal 

opposition to the music of Claude Debussy, Igor Stravinsky, and other modernist 

composers had caused him to fall strongly out of favor in the musical community. As a 

result, with the exception of a few works that remain in the repertoire, most of his 

sizeable musical output has been largely forgotten. 

There has been a resurgence in interest in the music of Saint-Saëns in the past 

fifteen to twenty years. Two significant English-language biographies were published in 
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1999, and performance of a wider variety of his music appears to be on the rise. His 

Requiem is a magnificent piece of music that expresses deep religious and human 

emotion in a beautiful way. It is my hope that, through my research on this piece, it will 

be given greater attention, both in the scholarly literature, and in performance. 

 

Intent and Scope of Study 

In this study I explore the stylistic origins of Camille Saint-Saëns’s Messe de 

Requiem op. 54 (1878) and the work’s relationship to trends in the composition of 

Requiems in nineteenth-century Paris. Of primary interest is the way in which Saint-

Saëns combines two trends that, upon first consideration, seem mutually incompatible: on 

one hand, the dramatic trend, exemplified in this study by the Grande Messe des morts 

(1837) of Hector Berlioz (1803–1869), and imitated by a number of other composers over 

the course of the century; and on the other hand, the conservative, anti-dramatic 

ecclesiastical trend represented here by two of the Requiems of Charles Gounod’s (1818–

1893), the Messe breve pour les morts (1873) and Messe funèbre (1883). This 

combination of drama and restraint is of particular interest in that it prefigures the far-

more-famous Requiem of Gabriel Fauré (1887/93), who was among Saint-Saëns’s 

students at the École Niedermeyer, and who remained Saint-Saëns’s close friend for the 

rest of his life. 

It is my assertion that in the composition of his Messe de Requiem op. 54, Saint-

Saëns united these two compositional trends in a single piece. The spirit of the resulting 

work is more subdued in nature than the dramatic Requiems of Berlioz, his predecessors, 
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and his imitators, but its style is harmonically and instrumentally richer, as well as more 

expressive, than the conservative Requiems like those of Gounod. 

This study is in four parts. This first section (Chapter 1) lays the foundation for 

the argument that will be pursued in the rest of the document. It includes a detailed 

analysis of Saint-Saëns’s Requiem, which will familiarize the reader with the work as a 

whole. The second section (Chapter 2) discusses the dramatic trend in Requiem 

composition in nineteenth-century France, and includes a discussion of the methods by 

which Berlioz creates drama in his setting of the liturgical text. The third section (Chapter 

3) discusses the conservative trend in Requiem composition in nineteenth-century France, 

and includes an analysis of Gounod’s second and third Requiems that highlights the ways 

in which these settings are more conservative. The fourth section (Chapter 4) returns to 

Saint-Saëns’s Requiem, and includes a discussion of its style features and the 

characteristics of both the dramatic and conservative trends that are simultaneously 

present in the work. 

 

Statement of Primary Thesis 

The Messe de Requiem op. 54 (1878) of Camille Saint-Saëns constitutes an 

amalgamation of two contrasting stylistic trends in church music composition which were 

current in nineteenth-century Paris: the dramatic tradition exemplified by the Grande 

Messe des morts (1837) of Hector Berlioz, and the conservative, ecclesiastical tradition 

represented by the Messe breve pour les morts (1873) and Messe funèbre (1883) of 

Charles Gounod. 
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Review of the Scholarly Literature 

Saint-Saëns’s Requiem has received very little attention in the scholarly literature. 

To date, there are only two articles specifically addressing this piece: (1) Paul Thissen’s 

2005 article in the Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch, “Die Messe de Requiem op. 54 

(1878) von Camille Saint-Saëns und ihre Bedeutung für die Gattungstradition in 

Frankreich” (“The Messe de Requiem of Camille Saint-Saëns and its Meaning for the 

Genre-Tradition in France”);1 and (2) a section of the chapter titled “Mort et Apocalypse” 

(“Death and Apocalypse”) in Francois Labie’s Le visage du Christ dans la musique des 

XIXe et XXe siècle (The Face of Christ in the Music of the Nineteenth and Twentieth 

Centuries, 2005).2 

Labie’s brief discussion is of relatively minor consequence to the present study, 

being mostly a review of the piece. He does, however, briefly mention the influence of 

Berlioz and Giuseppe Verdi (1813–1901), while also describing the piece as “[owing] a 

debt to the Requiem of Liszt,”3 which is in the so-called “Cecilian” style, which will be 

discussed later. Moreover, he states that “liturgical simplicity and operatic 

embellishments mingle in the voices of the soloists,”4 thus presenting the idea that the 

piece is a combination of dramatic and conservative. Labie is critical of the piece, calling 

it contresens (misinterpretation), and saying that “the imploring passages like the 

                                                      
1 Paul Thissen, “Die Messe de Requiem op. 54 (1878) von Camille Saint-Saëns und ihre 

Bedeutung für die Gattungstradition in Frankreich” (The Messe de Requiem op. 54 (1878) of Camille Saint-

Saëns and its Meaning for the Genre-Tradition in France), Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch 89 (2005), 89–

98. 

 
2 Francois Labie, Le visage du christ dans la musique des XIXe et XXe siècle (Paris: Fayard,  

2005), 361–454. 

 
3 “Il avoue aussi une dette envers le Requiem de Liszt.” Ibid., 379. 

 
4 “Simplicité liturgique et fioritures d’opéra se mêlent dans les voix des solistes.” Ibid., 379. 
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‘Recordare pie Jesu’ or the ‘Ingemisco’ hold more of the mundane request than the 

spiritual supplication.”5 In this statement, Labie seems to misinterpret the composer’s 

restraint as a lack of dramatic impetus. In summary, he states, “More than a discourse of 

the believer on death, on its terrors and on hope in the beyond, it is an elegant symphonic 

poem in minor tonality that Saint-Saëns offers us.”6 

 Thissen’s article is more analytical, and seeks to place Saint-Saëns’s Requiem at 

the opposite end of a spectrum from Berlioz’s Requiem, which apparently constitutes its 

“meaning for the genre-tradition in France”: 

The view [of]…the Fauré Requiem…representing as it were the antithesis to 

Berlioz’s Grande Messe des morts, is found everywhere, be it in the secondary 

literature, in liner notes, or in concert reviews. But in reality, one comes closer to 

an inwardly-oriented Requiem conception, which stands in stark contrast to that 

of Berlioz, by going back not to Fauré, but to Camille Saint-Saëns.7 

 

By implication here, Thissen is presenting the idea that Saint-Saëns’s Requiem is the 

impetus for the change in the French approach to Requiem composition which most 

associate with Fauré. The author goes on to briefly discuss those Requiems that were 

composed between Berlioz’s and Saint-Saëns’s, after which he gives a detailed analysis 

of Saint-Saëns’s, noting that, although Saint-Saëns was clearly interested in the reform of 

sacred music,  

                                                      
5 “Les passages d’imploration comme le « Recordare pie Jesu » ou 1’« Ingemisco » tiennent plus 

de la requête mondaine que de la supplication spirituelle.” Ibid., 379. 

 
6 “Plus qu’un discours de croyant sur la mort, sur ses terreurs et sur l’espérance en l’au-delà, c’est 

un élégant poème symphonique en tonalité mineure que nous offre Saint-Saëns.” Ibid., 379–80. 

 
7 “Die in den beiden Zitaten zum Ausdruck kommende Auffassung, mit dem Requiem Faurés 

begegne erstmals eine Komposition, die gleichsam einen Gegenpol Zur Grande messe des morts von 

Berlioz darstelle, ist allerorten zu finden, sei es in der Sekundärliteratur, in Aufnahmekommentaren oder in 

Konzertkritiken. Tatsächlich aber dürfte eine eher auf Verinnerlichung angelegte Requiemkonzeption, die 

in krassem Kontrast zu der von Berlioz steht, nicht auf Fauré, sondern auf Camille Saint-Saëns 

zurückgehen.” Thissen, 89. 
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the structure of the instrumental introduction to the Introit of his Requiem may 

make clear in an obvious way that an orientation toward church music reform 

efforts must in no way imply a Cecilian simplification and reduction to a mere 

style-copy.8 

 

 The other scholarly work which has had a significant influence on my study is 

Jane Snyder’s dissertation, “Ritual and Drama in the Nineteenth-Century French 

Requiem.” A musicological study, her work is essentially in three parts: (1) a discussion 

of the history of the Catholic Church’s writings on sacred music from its earliest days, (2) 

a discussion of sacred music criticism in France during the nineteenth century, and (3) an 

application of the previous discussions to Berlioz’s Grande Messe des morts and Fauré’s 

Requiem. This dissertation and the sources it references provided valuable resources for 

understanding the church music reform movement in France in the nineteenth century 

and, to a somewhat lesser extent, the French taste for the dramatic during that same 

period. 

My study is primarily a more in-depth exploration of the Labie’s idea that Saint-

Saëns’s Requiem is a combination of liturgical and dramatic, owing a debt both to the 

dramatic music of the period as well as to the more conservative French church music of 

the period. It will differ from Labie’s work in that, where Labie comments on the effect 

created for the listener, this study will examine the stylistic influences that bring about 

that aural experience. It will also differ from Thissen’s, which is mostly a movement-by-

movement harmonic and structural analysis with occasional commentary on the affect 

created. This study will be unique primarily in that it will present the first detailed 

                                                      
8 “Dabei vermag die Gestaltung der instrumentalen Einleitung des Introitus seines Requiems in 

sinnfälliger Weise deutlich zu machen, dass eine Orientierung an kirchenmusikalischen 

Reformbestrebungen keinesfalls eine cäcilianische Simplifizierung und Reduzierung auf eine bloße 

Stilkopie bedeuten muss.” Ibid., 92. 
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analysis of the stylistic influences on Saint-Saëns’s Requiem, and indeed the first in-

depth study of the piece of any kind. 

 

Historical Background 

 Saint-Saëns’s Requiem was premiered at l’Église Saint-Sulpice on Wednesday, 

May 22, 1878, around the first anniversary of the death of Albert Libon, Director General 

of the French Post.9 Four days later it was reviewed favorably in the Revue et gazette 

musicale (a Parisian weekly musical newspaper), though the author of the review notes 

that the premiere was given “without prior advertisement, without even a simple notice to 

the public….”10 According to Rollin Smith, “Albert Libon had been…one of Saint-

Saëns’s oldest friends,”11 and upon his death he bequeathed Saint-Saëns 100,000 francs 

“to free him from the slavery of the organ of the Madeleine and to enable him to devote 

himself entirely to composition.”12 Initially, this bequest had been made conditional upon 

the composition of a Requiem in his honor to be performed on the first anniversary of his 

death, but Libon exempted Saint-Saëns from this stipulation only ten days before his 

death. Nevertheless, Saint-Saëns chose to honor his friend’s wishes, but due to his busy 

schedule was unable to commence composition of the Requiem until April 1878. He 

completed the work in only eight days, and said of the compositional process, “The paper 

                                                      
9 According to Rollin Smith, Libon died on the 29th of May, 1877. However, Stephen Studd states 

that the premiere of Saint-Saëns’s Requiem on May 22, 1878 was given “two days after the anniversary for 

which it was written.” Rollin Smith, Saint-Saëns and the Organ (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1992): 

108; Stephen Studd, Saint-Saëns: a Critical Biography (London: Cygnus Arts, 1999): 120. 

 
10 “Sans réclame préalable, sans même un simple avis au public….” Review, Revue et gazette 

musicale, May 26, 1878. 

 
11 Smith, 108, footnote 126. 

 
12 Ibid., 108. 
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disappears as if by magic, because I work with an ardor that is unequalled.”13 The 

reviewer of the premiere points out the somewhat uneven nature of the compositional 

quality (the Sanctus, he says, “does not seem to us to be at the same level as the rest”14), 

but a later review in the same periodical, given after the publication of the score of the 

Requiem, suggests that the work “deserves a place of honor among the many products of 

this genre.”15 

 As biographer Stephen Studd points out, there seems to have been a certain 

prescience about the composition of this work: “The original request for a Mass for the 

dead, made in unusual circumstances, turned out to be as fateful as a similar request had 

been for Mozart. Death followed it, and although Saint-Saëns continued living, 

something in him also died.”16 Only six days after the premiere of the Requiem, the older 

of the composer’s two sons died in a tragic accident at home, having fallen from the 

fourth story while straining to see the friends whose voices he heard through the open 

window. Saint-Saëns’s infant son also died just over a month later, due in part to his 

mother’s inability to feed him as a result of the family’s recent tragedy. This double 

tragedy put serious strain on his already delicate marriage. Three years later in 1881, 

while he and his wife Marie were vacationing in the Auvergne, Saint-Saëns left the hotel 

one morning and returned to Paris without notifying Marie, leaving her to make her own 

way back. (Fortunately, Henri Duparc was staying at the same hotel and offered to travel 

                                                      
13 Saint-Saëns, letter to publisher, April 9, 1878, in Studd, 120. 

 
14 “Le Sanctus, très court, ne nous paraît pas à la même hauteur que le reste.” Review, Revue et 

gazette musicale, May 26, 1878. 

 
15 “…mérite une place d'honneur parmi les nombreuses productions de ce genre.” Review, Revue 

et gazette musicale, February 2, 1879. 

 
16 Studd, 133. 
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with her.) Upon her return to Paris, she received a note from her husband declaring his 

intent never to return to her, whereupon she packed her things and returned to her own 

family. There was never a divorce, nor even legal separation, but the couple never saw 

one another again, and Saint-Saëns seems to have substituted Fauré’s family for his own, 

tragically failed family. 

 

Performance Options for Saint-Saëns’s Requiem 

 The orchestration of Saint-Saëns’s Requiem is 4 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 English horns, 

4 bassoons, 4 horns, 4 harps, Grand orgue, Orgue d’accompagnement, strings,17 SATB 

soli, and SSAATTBB18 choir. As such, in the rare instances in which modern 

performances of this work are given, they are almost exclusively performed in a concert 

setting, since performance in any kind of religious setting would require larger 

instrumental forces than are typically feasible. However, in 1927—six years after Saint-

Saëns’s death—his publisher Durand published an arrangement of the Requiem in which 

the orchestral wind parts and the organ parts (including both Grand orgue and Orgue 

d’accompagnement) are condensed into a single organ part which can be used along with 

the string and harp parts to create a more-or-less complete performance of the work. 

 This condensed organ part was used for my lecture recital, along with a 3-3-2-2-1 

string orchestra and a single harp. Due to time constraints, the performance included only 

movements 1, 2, 4, 7, and 8. The use of a single harp necessitated the creation of a new 

harp part for the seventh movement, where Saint-Saëns splits the harps into two parts. 

                                                      
17 In this document, the use of the term “strings” always refers to first and second violins, violas, 

cellos, and basses. 

 
18 Division is most common in the tenor section, followed by the bass section. Sopranos and Altos 

rarely divide. 
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This harp part incorporated the most important aspects of both of the composer’s original 

harp parts, yielding a satisfactory performance of the movement. In a full performance of 

the work, such adjustment would also be necessary for the fifth movement. The 

condensed harp part I used in the seventh movement, along with one for the fifth 

movement, are included in Appendix C of this document. Additionally, the organ part for 

the seventh movement was found to be unsatisfactory, and a revised arrangement of the 

organ part for the seventh movement is also included in Appendix C. 

 

Analysis of Saint-Saëns’s Requiem 

Form 

 Saint-Saëns’s Requiem is in eight movements: 1. Requiem-Kyrie, 2. Dies irae, 3. 

Rex tremendae, 4. Oro supplex, 5. Hostias, 6. Sanctus, 7. Benedictus, and 8. Agnus Dei. 

The movements are thematically unrelated, except that the final movement uses material 

from the first and second movements to create a sense of recapitulation of the entire 

work. Specifically, the first seventeen measures of the first movement are used as the 

introduction to the final movement (the repetition is exact, except for a one-measure 

extension at the end), and the final 27 measures of the second movement are reworked 

somewhat and used as the conclusion of the final movement. 

The first movement (Requiem-Kyrie) is in a five-part arch form (ABCB′A′), in 

which the psalm verse used in the Introit (“Te decet hymnus”) makes up the bulk of the 

central section. The return of the B material at m. 49 (B′) is somewhat disguised, but the 

syncopated figures in the orchestra make clear the relationship between B and B′. 

Similarly, A′ is significantly different from A, but the recurring three-sixteenth-note 
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figure in the upper strings cannot be construed otherwise than as a return of A. The 

second movement (Dies irae) is sectional, but through-composed, with the six sections 

bearing little relation to one another apart from the recurrence of the dotted-quarter-

eighth rhythmic figure.  

The third movement (Rex tremendae) is in a modified sonata form (see fig. 1). 

Although the tonality is not immediately clear, the most logical tonality for the movement 

as a whole is F minor, even though cadences on F in the exposition and recapitulation are 

infrequent and relatively weak. Instead, the tonality is made clear through frequent and 

prolonged usage of the dominant harmony. The introduction and presentation of the 

primary thematic material all occur on the dominant, with only two brief excursions to 

the submediant. The transitional material moves toward an A-flat major chord—the 

mediant of F minor—and the secondary material is presented by the tenor soloist entirely 

on that chord, except for a brief motion to V of F, and then immediately back to the A-

flat-major chord. Lacking closing material, the piece then repeats mm. 5–32 almost 

exactly (mm. 1–4 being an introduction), with the winds now added to the repeat of the 

primary thematic material. 

The development moves to D-flat major, again establishing the tonality primarily 

by means of the dominant harmony. The music then moves to F minor more clearly than 

in the exposition, with several strong cadences on F (as opposed to only one weak 

cadence on F in the exposition). The primary and secondary material from the exposition 

is developed more or less equally, with the transitional material not present at all. The 

recapitulation is altered significantly from the exposition, with the orchestra dropping 

away almost entirely except for the orgue d’accompagnement, cellos, and basses. The  
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Figure 1: Author’s Analysis of Rex tremendae (No. 2) from Saint-Saëns’s Requiem. 

 

music sung by the choir is also altered slightly, with the basses now doubling their pitch 

an octave lower than in the exposition. Only the primary and transitional material is 
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recapitulated, and a six-measure codetta is added, concluding the piece where it began, 

the dominant of F minor. 

Movement 4 (Oro supplex) may be described as being in a variation or modified 

strophic form, the same material being presented four times with varying orchestration 

and voicing. The material is presented first by the winds alone, with the cellos and basses 

punctuating the ends of the brief phrases. The same material is then presented in the 

strings, with the horns now punctuating where the cellos and basses had previously. The 

same material is then presented by the soprano, contralto, and tenor vocal soloists, 

accompanied by the orgue d’accompagnement with all strings now participating in the 

punctuating gesture. The fourth and final iteration of the material is presented by the full 

chorus and orchestra. The first five bars of the material is almost identical to the previous 

iterations, but at m. 31 the material is altered, and the linear progressions which made up 

the movement to this point are developed and varied. This procedure comes to a climax at 

mm. 35–36, after which new but related material is spun out to conclude the movement 

(see mus. ex. 1).  

 

Musical Example 1. Primary musical material of the fourth movement (“Oro supplex”) of 

Saint-Saëns’s Messe de requiem (mm. 17–21, 31–44). 
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Musical Example 1, cont’d (mm. 31–44). 
 

 

 

Saint-Saëns brings this movement—the final movement which sets the text of the 

liturgical Sequence—to a close with an unaccompanied choral “Amen.” 

The fifth movement (Hostias) is through-composed and sectional, with each 

section punctuated by a gentle, almost ritornello-like orchestral flourish. Movement 6 
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(Sanctus) is in an unremarkable AAB form, and the lush seventh movement (Benedictus) 

is also through-composed. 

As discussed above, the eighth and final movement (Agnus Dei) makes use of 

material from previous movements at its beginning and end. In between these sections is 

another variation/strophic form like the fourth movement (Oro supplex). The thematic 

material is first presented primarily by the winds in mm. 21–44, after which it is 

presented again primarily by the strings and vocal soloists in mm. 45–68. In m. 69, the 

full orchestral and choral forces are employed, as the material is presented a final time at 

a ff dynamic. Saint-Saëns makes the transition to the closing material taken from the 

“Dies irae” by inserting new material in mm. 86–98, at which point the entire Requiem 

closes with a somewhat modified version of the material taken from the last twenty-seven 

measures of the “Dies irae.” 

 

Text Setting 

 Saint-Saëns sets almost the entire liturgical text of the Requiem Mass. (See 

Appendix A.) Perhaps the most unusual omission occurs in the first movement. The 

liturgical text of the Introit includes the line “Exaudi orationem meam” (Hear my 

prayers), but for some unknown reason (possibly related to Saint-Saëns’s status as an 

“unbeliever”19), this text is not set. The omission of the gradual and tract is unsurprising, 

as most composers omitted these from musical settings of the Requiem text. The first half 

of the Offertory (“Domine Jesu Christe”) is also omitted, while the second half (“Hostias 

                                                      
19 “Je ne suis pas presque incroyant; je le suis absolument.” (“I am not nearly an unbeliever; I am 

one completely.”) Saint-Saëns, letter to Abbot Renoud, 10 October 1914, in Labie, 379. 
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et preces tibi”) is preserved. The “Hosanna” following the Benedictus is omitted, and the 

first half of the Communion (“Lux aeterna”) is added at the end of the Agnus Dei. 

 The setting of the text is largely syllabic, and text is almost never repeated. The 

few instances in which either a syllable is sung on more than one pitch or text is repeated 

are the result of musical choices (e.g. completing a phrase in a satisfactory manner while 

maintaining appropriate syllabic stress) rather than dramatic ones. Perhaps the most 

significant exception to this occurs in the fourth movement (Oro supplex) where Saint-

Saëns repeats two lines of text twice: “Oro supplex et acclinis” (I pray humble and 

kneeling), and “Lacrymosa dies illa” (Tearful [shall be] that day). In addition, the word 

“Benedictus” (Blessed) is repeated numerous times in the seventh movement. It is 

notable that, although Saint-Saëns does set the bulk of the liturgical text—including the 

extensive Sequence—he manages to do so in a work that lasts only about thirty-five 

minutes. 

 On the whole, instances of text painting are relatively infrequent. Saint-Saëns 

apparently prefers to musically represent the general mood of the text rather than the 

specific meaning of individual words or phrases. Exceptions to this include mm. 18–29 of 

the first movement (Requiem-Kyrie), where the oscillation between major, minor, and 

augmented chords in non-functional progressions builds tension, which is released by a 

return to functional progressions on the text “et lux perpetua luceat eis” (and let light 

eternal illuminate them). Similarly, the chromatic descending lines in the fourth 

movement (Oro supplex) may be seen as a reflection both of the kneeling of the 

petitioner, and of the falling of tears. This effect is reversed in mm. 31–34 as the text 

describes the rising of the guilty from the ashes. Lastly, in the Sanctus, the cry of 
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“Hosanna” which concludes the text is set in a manner that differs significantly from the 

previous text, almost certainly as a way of differentiating the shout of praise from the 

more subdued setting of the text, “Holy, holy, holy.” 

Contrasting with the rest of the work, Saint-Saëns makes abundant use of text 

painting in the second movement (Dies irae). In mm. 23–36, the textual description of 

trembling at the Judgment Day is reflected by the first instance of polyphonic choral 

writing. Here, as they sing the text “what trembling shall there be,” the voices are given 

repeated dotted-quarter-eighth rhythms in quasi-fugato, while the strings double their 

pitches but play a different rhythm, and the winds and harps play the “Dies irae” chant in 

whole notes (see mus. ex. 2). Similarly, in mm. 38–65, where the text describes the call 

of the trumpet at the Judgment Day, the trombones play in the organ loft,20 and the solo 

and choral voices declaim on a single repeated pitch. Finally, in mm. 109–124, the text 

“What shall I, a wretch, say at that time?” is expressed in repeated, off-beat sighing 

figures played by the orchestra and sung by the tenor soloist. 

 

Dynamics, Articulation, and Orchestration 

 In line with his approach to text setting, Saint-Saëns’s approach to dynamics, 

articulation, and orchestration appears to be informed more by an overall sense of the text 

than by the specific meaning of words and/or phrases. The piece makes use of a fairly 

wide dynamic range, extending from ppp to ff. Dynamic markings occur approximately 

once every two or three measures on average, and tend to progress gradually through the  
                                                      

20 The question may be raised as to why Saint-Saëns chose to use trombones rather than trumpets 

in this instance. As will be seen later, Pope Benedict XIV specifically forbade the use of trumpets in the 

Church. Although Saint-Saëns did not consistently avoid the use of instruments specifically forbidden by 

Benedict XIV, it seems most likely that he felt that the use of trumpets would be inappropriate for use in a 

liturgical setting, but that the somewhat mellower sound of the trombone was acceptable. 
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Musical Example 2. Text painting in Saint-Saëns’s Messe de Requiem (No. 2 “Dies irae,” 

mm. 23–27.) 

 
Source: Camille Saint-Saëns, Messe de Requiem (Paris: Durand, Schœnwerk & cie., n.d. [1878]): 16–17. 
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dynamic range (ppp to pp, mf to f, etc.) rather than shifting suddenly. Written-out 

phrasing (crescendo-decrescendo pairs) is not uncommon, nor is it frequent. Performance 

directions (e.g. dolce, sotto voce, tutta forza, etc.) are used, but not frequently. Apart from 

slur/phrase markings, the only articulatory markings used are accents (both > and ^), and 

staccato marks, and as with the other markings just discussed, they are used neither 

particularly frequently nor infrequently. 

 As has been mentioned, the orchestration of the piece is 4 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 

English horns, 4 bassoons, 4 horns, 4 harps, Grand orgue, Orgue d’accompagnement, 

strings, SATB soli, and SSAATTBB choir. In addition, four trombones to be placed in 

the gallery of the Grand orgue (perhaps a nod to François-Joseph Gossec (1734–1829) 

and/or Berlioz) are used only in the second movement (Dies irae). The full orchestra is 

used for the majority of the Requiem, with different families and sub-families (e.g. 

double reeds) of instruments alternating not only for purposes of color, but also to 

accommodate different vocal groups. For example, in the first movement when the tenor 

soloist sings alone in m. 32, the full orchestra drops away and only the harp and orgue 

d’accompagnement participate. 

 Although there are moments when the orchestration changes to illustrate a 

particular word or phrase of the text, Saint-Saëns’s choices of orchestration seem 

primarily motivated by purely musical concerns, with a secondary interest in depicting or 

underscoring the general meaning of the text. Perhaps the best example of text painting 

through orchestration occurs in the first movement at m. 26, where the winds, having not 

played for the previous ten measures, all enter together relatively high in their range on 

the text “et lux perpetua luceat eis” (“and may perpetual light shine upon them”), 
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possibly to illustrate by the color of the orchestra the “perpetual light.” This effect is 

reinforced harmonically: for the previous eight measures the harmonies have been 

transformed in a linear, non-functional, quasi-Neo-Riemannian way, with frequent 

oscillation back and forth between two harmonies leading to a sense of harmonic non-

progression. At m. 27 the tension thus generated is released by a return to functional 

progression, reinforcing the sense of “perpetual light” generated by the change in 

orchestration. (See Musical Example 3.) As mentioned previously, the use of the 

trombones in mm. 38–89 of the Dies irae is also specifically related to the text. 

 The only movements in which the full orchestra does not participate are the 

Hostias, Sanctus, and Benedictus. In the Hostias, the harps are divided into two parts 

(prior to this point, when the harps have played they have done so in unison), and the 

violins are divided into four rather than two, with the orgue d’accompagnement playing a 

part that is almost identical to the choral parts. In the Sanctus, the strings play, with the 

winds omitted, except for the bassoons which double the cellos and basses. The orgue 

d’accompagnement also plays, its part being more independent of the choral parts in this 

movement, but still not prominent. In the Benedictus, the full wind section plays, along 

with the harps, which are again divided into two parts. The orgue d’accompagnement 

again plays a part that is nearly identical to the choral parts. 

 These choices of orchestration are almost certainly motivated by the meaning of 

the texts which they accompany. Prior to the fifth movement (Hostias), the texts have 

dealt specifically with death and the terror of the Judgment, but in the fifth movement the 

text turns to the offerings of the supplicants on behalf of the dead. The simple, motet-like 

texture and lighter orchestration of the movement together act as a sort of palate cleanser  
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Musical Example 3. Text painting and linear progression in Saint-Saëns’s Messe de 

Requiem (No. 1 “Requiem-Kyrie,” mm. 18–29). 
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from the heaviness of the preceding texts, reflecting the diminished drama of its own text. 

Similarly, the sixth movement (Sanctus)—which was criticized in the review of the 

premiere as “a bit too sweet,” one that “could just as well be suitable for a regular 

Mass”21—seems to have been seen by Saint-Saëns as an opportunity for continued respite 

from the darkness of the earlier Requiem texts, which would again explain its lighter 

orchestration. The seventh movement (Benedictus), considered by some to be the most 

beautiful movement of the entire work, continues the subdued character and orchestration 

of the two previous movements, again a reflection of the differing nature of the text from 

the texts of the first four movements. In this movement Saint-Saëns presents lush 

harmonies, richly but lightly orchestrated, with harps punctuating, all underscoring the 

grateful text, “Blessed is the one who comes in the name of the Lord.” In the final 

movement, as the text again returns to topics more specifically related to the Mass for the 

Dead, the full orchestra returns in a minor key, thus darkening the mood, and soloists and 

orchestra followed by choir and orchestra call out for mercy to be extended to those who 

have died. 

 

Harmonic Practice 

 Saint-Saëns’s harmonic practice is typical of nineteenth-century composers. He 

makes abundant use of chromaticism, mostly in the form of applied chords and modal 

mixture. However, as alluded to earlier in the discussion of text painting by orchestration, 

the harmonic motion is clearly more linear than functional in a number of instances, and 

these are deserving of closer scrutiny. 

                                                      
21 “un peu trop adouci, par exemple dans le Sanctus, qui pourrait tout aussi bien convenir à une 

messe ordinaire.” Review, Revue et gazette musicale, May 26, 1878. 
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The first linear progression occurs at the first entrance of the choir and soloists in 

the first movement at m. 18 (see mus. exs. 3 and 7). Prior to this point, Saint-Saëns 

presents extended chromatic progressions in the dominant and subdominant key areas 

(It+6/v →    v  → V/v → v, and Fr+6/iv → iv  → V/iv → iv respectively), ultimately 

leading to the soloists’ entrance on the major tonic (the key signature indicates that this 

movement should be in C minor), with the tenor on the root, the contralto on the third, 

and the soprano on the fifth. For the next seven measures the soloists and choir sing 

antiphonally, with the harmony changing once per measure: the soprano voice ascends a 

half step in m. 19 (creating an A-flat+ in first inversion), returns to G in m. 20, and back 

to A-flat in m. 21. In m. 22, the soprano ascends again by half step, creating an A minor 

chord in first inversion, after which the soprano returns to the A-flat pitch and the alto 

ascends to F, creating f . In m. 24, the soprano and alto return to A and E respectively, 

and in m. 25 the alto returns to F, while the tenors move down to an A and the basses 

enter on a C, creating another F major chord. In m. 26, the tenors descend to A-flat, and 

the harmony progresses functionally again at m. 27. A myopic functional analysis 

produces the progression I → VI+6 → I → VI+6 → ♯vi → iv → ♯vi → IV → iv. Since the 

first VI+6 is best understood as a prolongation of I, and the second as a passing chord 

between I and vi, the first half of the progression is better represented as I→♯vi. The 

second half of the progression is really a prolongation of iv, resulting in a relatively 

straightforward I → ♯vi → iv progression, which is followed in mm. 27–29 by cad 

→V→I. A similar linear progression occurs in the final five bars of the movement, where 

a VI+ is again used to prolong tonic, acting essentially as a substitute dominant. 
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The next linear progression occurs in the second movement (Dies irae) in mm. 

40–65 (see mus. ex. 4). The harmony begins on a i  whose chordal seventh descends by 

half step every seven measures while the other members of the chord remain static. The 

resultant progression could be analyzed as i →♯viø7→VI7. In m. 57 the A-flat descends to 

G while the E-flat ascends to E, resulting in a V  /iv, which then resolves in m. 64 to iv, 

with a double retardation in the preceding measure. Although the foregoing analysis is 

one possible interpretation, this progression is certainly better understood as a i  that is 

gradually transformed by voice leading into V  /iv, ultimately resolving to iv. 

 

Musical Example 4. Linear progression in Saint-Saëns’s Messe de Requiem (No. 2 “Dies 

irae,” mm. 40–65, grande orgue). 

 
 

 

The fourth movement (Oro supplex) consists of an eight-measure linear 

progression (see mus. ex. 5) which is repeated four times before being inverted and 

elaborated. The piece begins on an F minor triad (tonic), whose root descends 

chromatically to E-flat, briefly resulting in a III  sonority. The top two members of this 

III  immediately descend chromatically to G-flat and B-flat, resulting in a minor subtonic 

triad which is reinforced by the subsequent fifth-root movement in the bass. The same 

procedure occurs again in mm. 4–5, resulting in flat-vii → N  → vi. Since the second 

inversion chords in both progressions are best understood as passing sonorities, the 

progression is better represented as i → flat-vii → vi. Mm. 6–8 are somewhat more  
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Musical Example 5. Linear progression in Saint-Saëns’s Messe de Requiem (No. 4 “Oro 

supplex,” mm. 1–9). 

 
 

 

 

complicated, but the end result is a prolongation of the dominant chord, which resolves to 

tonic in m. 9. This nine-measure progression is repeated twice more with the voice 
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leading almost exactly preserved, but presented by the strings in mm. 9–16, and by the 

vocal soloists in mm. 17–25. At m. 26 the full chorus begins another iteration of the same 

material, but at m. 31 the half-step motion begins to move upward (see mus. ex. 6), 

culminating at mm. 35–36 in a VII6→viiº6→VI6 progression. The movement then 

concludes with a more traditional progression: iiº → V9 → i6 → iv → i6 → iiø7 → V → i 

→ VII → III6 → VI → iiø
  → i. 

 

Musical Example 6. Linear progression in Saint-Saëns’s Messe de Requiem (No. 4 “Oro 

supplex,” mm. 31–36, choir). 
 

 
 

 

 

Although in each case these linear progressions may be interpreted functionally, 

the primary compositional concern appears to be stepwise voice leading rather than the 

creation of a functional progression. In each case, the progression that results from the 

voice leading (I → ♯vi → iv in the first movement (Requiem-Kyrie), and i → flat-vii → 

vi in the fourth (Oro supplex)), while functional, is nonetheless unusual. The exception is 

the progression in the second movement (Dies irae), i → V  /iv → iv, which is quite 
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straightforward. Reductions of these linear progressions are represented in Musical 

Example 7. 

 

Musical Example 7. Reduced representation of linear progressions in movements 1, 2, 

and 4 of Saint-Saëns’s Messe de Requiem. 

 
Movement 1, mm. 18–24, choir and solo voices 

 
 

 
Movement 2, mm. 40–65, organ 

 
 

 
Movement 4, mm. 26–34, choir 
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Choral Voice Leading 

 The historical record is unclear as to the makeup of the choir that sang the 

premiere of Saint-Saëns’s Requiem, but based on the evidence of the music itself, it 

seems probable that it was the choir of Saint-Sulpice, given the frequency with which the 

orgue d’accompagnement’s part corresponds almost exactly to the parts being sung by 

the choir. In line with this interpretation is the relative simplicity of the choral voice 

leading, placing the piece well within the reach of a choir of moderate skill level. 

Alternatively, Saint-Saëns may have simply wished to keep the choral writing 

straightforward in order to keep the piece accessible to a variety of choirs. In either case, 

the choral parts move almost exclusively by step, only occasionally skipping by a third, 

and very rarely having any larger leaps. In addition, when the voices do skip or leap, they 

often move back in the opposite direction by step (e.g. an ascending leap would be 

followed by a descending step), a practice which is in line with the rules of sixteenth-

century counterpoint. Such disjunct motion occurs most frequently in the Dies irae, the 

most dramatic movement of the work, which may indicate a correspondence in the 

composer’s mind between more disjunct motion and a more dramatic affect. In a letter 

from Fauré to Saint-Saëns, when the former was evidently preparing a performance of the 

latter’s Requiem, he spoke of the challenges associated with the preparation of this 

movement.22 Disjunct motion also occurs more frequently in the Sanctus (mvt. 6), a text 

whose exclamatory nature makes it more dramatic, and in the Agnus Dei (mvt. 8), whose 

                                                      
22 Gabriel Fauré, letter to Camille Saint-Saëns, December 14, 1885, in Jean-Michel Nectoux, ed., 

The Correspondence of Camille Saint-Saëns and Gabriel Fauré: Sixty Years of Friendship, trans. J. Barrie 

Jones (Aldershot, England, and Burlington, Vermont: Ashgate, 2004): 45. “You are aware of all the 

reasons why I have been unable either to have it sung all the way through or not to have it sung at all in the 

way you would like! It was pretty tough all around! (‘La situation était dure!’)” (Emphasis in original.) 

Although this may have also referred to challenges other than the music itself, the difficulty of this 

movement must have been a factor. 
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primary text constitutes the work’s final plea for mercy for the deceased. The Agnus Dei 

in particular seems to reinforce the association of disjunct motion with drama, since the 

widest leaps of the entire work occur in the soprano solo line in mm. 49–52, and again in 

the choral soprano line in mm. 73–76.  
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CHAPTER 2: THE DRAMATIC TRADITION IN NINETEENTH- 

CENTURY FRENCH REQUIEM COMPOSITION 

 

The French interest in the dramatic extends back at least into the sixteenth 

century. According to John Walter Hill, “In 1581, the Balet comique de la Royne (‘The 

Dramatic Ballet of the Queen’) initiated a series of court ballets that became the central 

tradition of French musical spectacle for the entire Baroque era, eclipsed only 

temporarily by opera during the 1670s and 1680s.”23 According to Stephen Studd, this 

aspect of French taste continued its dominance during Saint-Saëns’s lifetime: 

The French composer…was of a culture dominated by the visual and decorative, 

to which music was subservient in that it existed primarily to provide operatic and 

balletic spectacle. And even in opera, he was expected to work in a style 

essentially at odds with native tradition: [the Italian bel canto style]…. Italian 

opera fed an appetite for pomp, pageantry, spectacle, and melodrama…and 

provided [Parisian] audiences…with regular doses of ostentatious diversion and 

escapism.24 

 

 Such was the Parisian obsession with the dramatic that early in Saint-Saëns’s 

career, when he was reluctant to approach the composition of an opera and instead 

concentrated on instrumental music, he had significant difficulty getting his compositions 

performed. His difficulties were compounded by the fact that, when Parisians wanted to 

hear instrumental music, they wanted to hear Beethoven: 

In [1828], François Habeneck founded the Conservatoire Concerts 

Society…specifically to spread the Beethoven gospel in Paris. The concerts were 

a revelation, starting what Berlioz described as “a fever of enthusiasm.” The 

heroism, defiance and struggle in the symphonies caught the romantic 

imagination and struck like lightning the highly charged atmosphere of 

revolution…. But Beethoven came to dominate the movement to the disadvantage 

of French composers. His works were by far the most frequently performed – “no 

city in the world devoted itself more completely to the cult of Beethoven than 

                                                      
23 John Walter Hill, Baroque Music: Music in Western Europe, 1580–1750, The Norton 

Introduction to Music History (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 2005), 109. 

 
24 Studd, 18. 
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Paris”…. Paris was not, on the whole, fertile ground for French music of any 

originality.25 

 

Thus, even in purely instrumental music, French tastes ran toward the dramatic. 

Parisians also expected to hear dramatic music in their church services and, 

disregarding the edicts of the Church (which will be discussed later), some of the clergy 

catered to this taste. After replacing Louis Lefébure-Wély (1817–1869) as organist at the 

Church of the Madeleine, Saint-Saëns made significant changes to the music heard at the 

services of that most fashionable of parishes. While he admired Lefébure-Wély’s 

technique, Saint-Saëns described his playing as “too frequently marred by a frivolous and 

secular style,” and he himself often “selected the plain-chant of the offertory as the 

subject of an improvisation, for I almost always improvised. But with such methods I 

could not be diverting, like my predecessor, whom many listeners regretted.”26 A story 

from Saint-Saëns’s time at the Madeleine illustrates the difficulties he encountered as a 

result of his more reserved approach to music for the Mass. Saint-Saëns recounts: 

One of the vicars of the parish sent a request that I should visit him. I called upon 

him, as desired, and after a lengthy discourse, which was quite unintelligible to 

me, he finally came to the point: 

“Do not misunderstand me. The parishioners of the Madeleine are for the 

most part persons of wealth, who frequently go to the theatre of the Opéra-

Comique, where they have become accustomed to a style of music to which you 

are expected to conform.” 

“Monsieur l'abbé,” I replied, “whenever I shall hear the dialogue of the 

Opéra-Comique spoken in the pulpit, I will play music appropriate to it; until then 

I shall continue as hitherto.”27 

 

 

 

                                                      
25 Ibid., 19, quoting Boris Schwartz, French Instrumental Music between the Revolutions 1789–

1830 (New York: Da Capo, 1987), xi. 

 
26 Camille Saint-Saëns, “Music in the Church,” trans. Theodore Baker, The Musical Quarterly 2, 

No. 1 (January, 1916), 7. 

 
27 Ibid. 
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The Development of the Dramatic Requiem 

It should be noted at the outset that a number of authors have argued against the 

use of the term “dramatic” in reference to various Requiem settings, particularly those of 

Verdi and Berlioz. While their arguments that the absence of narrative or imitation of 

action constitutes an absence of drama are correct as regards a very specific usage of the 

term “drama,” it should nonetheless be apparent that there is another usage of this term 

which may very appropriately applied to such works. Julian Rushton refers to this as the 

“debased” sense of the term, “equivalent to ‘exciting,’ or filled with ‘contrast and 

expressiveness.’”28 Be that as it may, in the absence of a better term by which to highlight 

the difference between the Requiem tradition exemplified by Berlioz and that 

exemplified in the second and third Requiems of Gounod, it is in this latter sense that the 

term is used in this document. 

A distinction is sometimes drawn between musical settings of the Requiem text 

that are intended for use in liturgical settings and those that are more appropriate for a 

concert setting, applying the term “concert Requiem” to the latter. The criteria for 

drawing this distinction are often unclear, and can obscure certain characteristics of the 

piece(s) in question. Berlioz’s Requiem, for example, is typically thought of as being a 

concert Requiem, but its premiere was given at the Cathedral of Saint-Louis des Invalides 

in Paris—a distinctly sacred setting. Similarly, Verdi’s Requiem (1874), another work 

typically thought of as a concert Requiem, was premiered at the church of San Marco in 

Milan. Unlike Berlioz’s Requiem, Verdi’s sets the entirety of the Requiem text, making it 

suitable in text (if not in mood) for use in a liturgical setting. In fact, most of the 

                                                      
28 Julian Rushton, The Music of Berlioz (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press,  

2001), 205. Despite his criticism of this usage of the term, he himself employs it only a few paragraphs 

later. 
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Requiems that are generally considered to be concert Requiems were premiered in some 

sort of religious setting and are textually complete. Since this study is more concerned 

with the mood of Requiem settings than with the location of their premiere and/or 

religious circumstances surrounding their composition, the distinction between concert 

Requiem and liturgical Requiem will not be drawn here. Rather, the relative degree of 

drama in the setting will be of primary concern. 

The earliest Requiem setting that is typically described as dramatic is that of 

François-Joseph Gossec, premiered in 1760 when the composer was only 26 years old. At 

75 to 90 minutes, it was by far the longest musical setting written to date, and remains 

among the longer Requiem settings ever written. In 1755 Gossec had succeeded Johann 

Stamitz (1717–1757), the founder of the Mannheim School, as conductor of the private 

orchestra of Alexandre Le Riche de La Pouplinière (1693–1762), the head tax collector of 

Paris. It seems likely that his contact with Stamitz influenced the adventuresome and 

unusually large orchestration of the piece: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 4 clarinets, 8 bassoons, 4 

trumpets, 3 trombones, 4 horns, timpani, organ, strings, SATB choir, and SATB soli. In 

addition, operatic recitative is incorporated, as is significant dynamic contrast, and text 

painting. The degree of drama in this setting, which premiered only seventeen years after 

Pope Benedict XIV issued a clear call for restraint in liturgical music (see Chapter 3), 

was certainly unusual for the time, and must have been controversial—if not with the 

public, then certainly with the clergy. 

In the book Dies irae: A Guide to Requiem Music, author Robert Chase lists the 

Requiems of Gossec, Domenico Cimarosa (1749–1801), Giovanni Paisiello (1740–1816), 

Joseph Leopold Eybler (1765–1846), and Johannes Simon Mayr (1763–1845) as 
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forerunners to the dramatic “concert” Requiems of the later nineteenth century. 

Cimarosa’s (1787) lasts just under an hour, and was written to commemorate the death of 

the French ambassador’s wife in St. Petersburg. The orchestration is simple: 2 horns, 

strings, continuo, SATB choir, and SATB soli. According to Chase, “This…work 

possesses a great variety in musical material and texture, as well as a huge range of 

emotional feelings. The only mood not present is grief. Feelings of serenity, joy, 

introspection, majesty, and hope permeate the work.”29 Paisiello’s Requiem (1789) is of 

similar duration, but with a larger orchestration: 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 horns, 

2 trumpets, strings, organ, pianoforte (Agnus Dei only), double SATB choir, and SATB 

soli. It was written to commemorate the death of two of Ferdinand IV’s sons during a 

smallpox outbreak. Chase describes it thus: “Various dramatic or emotional sections of 

the Sequence highlight the mood of the particular text…. This Requiem is a showcase for 

bel canto singing.” Although Chase does not give the venue for the premiere of either of 

these works, the circumstances of their composition (commemoration of the death of 

important persons) seem to imply use at some sort of memorial service. 

Eybler’s Requiem (1803) was commissioned by the Empress Maria Theresa for a 

memorial service for Emperor Leopold II in 1803. It lasts just less than an hour, like 

Cimarosa’s and Paisiello’s, and is scored for 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 trumpets, 

3 trombones (alto, tenor, bass), timpani, strings, double SATB choir, and SATB soli. 

“The Dies irae…paints a spectacular depiction of the Last Judgment. Seething string 

obbligati in the Dies irae, Confutatis, and Quam olim Abrahae passages drive the music 

relentlessly forward.” Mayr’s Gran Messa da Requiem (1815) is significantly longer, 

                                                      
29 Robert Chase, Dies Irae: A Guide to Requiem Music (Lanham, Maryland and Oxford: The 

Scarecrow Press, Inc., 2003), 146. 
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lasting nearly 90 minutes, and is scored for 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 

horns, 2 trumpets, 2 trombones, timpani, strings, SATB choir, and SATTB soli. The 

composer also adds 2 basset horns, 4 horns, and organ for the Libera me. The piece was 

premiered in the Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore in Bergamo, and is described as 

an apotheosis of Neapolitan operatic, bel canto style, traditional eighteenth-

century diatonic harmonic language, and colorful Germanic orchestration…. The 

bel canto style of Mayr employed wide melodic leaps, a spacious vocal range, 

numerous trills, grace notes, patterns, short note values…, and taxing vocal 

cadenzas that were placed at the end of every solo movement.”30 

 

The Requiems of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756–1791) and Luigi Cherubini 

(1760–1842) should also be considered forerunners of the dramatic Requiems of the later 

nineteenth century. The former (K. 626), left incomplete at Mozart’s death and completed 

by Franz Xaver Süßmayr (1766–1803) in 1792, was commissioned by Count Franz von 

Walsegg-Stuppach (1763–1827) to commemorate the first anniversary of the death of his 

wife. The Cherubini Requiem in C minor (1815) was commissioned by Louis XVIII 

(1755–1824, r. 1814–1824) to commemorate the deaths of Louis XVI (1754–1793, r. 

1774–1792) and his wife, Marie Antoinette (1755–1793), and premiered in the crypt of 

St. Denis. The Süßmayr version of the Mozart Requiem lasts 40–50 minutes, and calls for 

2 basset horns, 2 bassoons, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, timpani, organ, strings, SATB choir, 

and SATB soli. Cherubini’s Requiem in C minor also lasts 40–50 minutes, and calls for 2 

oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, timpani, tam-tam, 

strings, and SATB choir. Both works are known for their dramatic expression of the 

liturgical text, especially in the Sequence, but were premiered in or intended for religious 

settings. 

                                                      
30 Ibid., 209–10. 
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In his recent study of the 1808 Requiem of composer and theorist Antonín Reicha, 

Christopher Thomas implies that Reicha’s setting may be the earliest that was not written 

with a liturgical performance in mind. 

There is no reason to assume Reicha, a composer whose other vocal works were 

primarily operatic, would compose a Requiem with liturgical intent. The 

expanded orchestra, length, and dramatic nature of the piece, along with the fact 

that it was not performed during his lifetime, justifies classifying the work as a 

concert-Requiem in an evolutionary position between Mozart’s and Berlioz’s 

respective settings. 

Reicha studied the works of Mozart and later taught Berlioz. Reicha’s role 

in developing the Requiem genre is crucial.31 

 

Thomas cites the Gossec Requiem as the first “concert” Requiem, and goes on to say, 

“Some succeeding composers—including Luigi Cherubini in Requiem in C Minor (1816) 

and Reicha in Missa pro defunctis [1802–08]—contributed to compositional innovation 

in the concert Requiem that culminated with a work of colossal proportions, Hector 

Berlioz’s Grande Messe des morts, op. 5 (1837).”32 Although the categorization of 

Gossec’s and Cherubini’s Requiems as concert Requiems fails to acknowledge the 

religious contexts of their premieres, the point is nonetheless valid: that the dramatic 

Requiems of the nineteenth century trace their lineage to these and other important works 

in the history of symphonic Requiem settings. Robert Chase elaborates further: 

During the nineteenth century, the traditional liturgical Requiem had evolved into 

a new independent musical form—the concert Requiem. The concert Requiem 

was designed for performance in the concert hall and on the operatic stage. An 

obvious indication of this transformation is the extension of the works’ 

performance time. Although the eighteenth-century Requiem’s liturgical function 

regulated it to a performance time of forty to fifty minutes, the larger-scale 

models of Gossec, Paisiello, Mayr, Eybler, and Cimarosa served to foreshadow 

the style of what would eventually become the Romantic standard.33 
                                                      

31 Christopher Buerkle Thomas, “Antonín Reicha’s Missa pro defunctis and the Nineteenth-

Century Concert Requiem” (DMA doc, University of Arizona, 2011), 29. 

 
32 Ibid., 28. 

 
33 Chase, 237. 
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Again, the classification of each of these works as a concert Requiem ignores their 

premieres in religious settings (not to mention the durations of the Cimarosa, Paisiello, 

and Eybler, which correspond almost exactly to the duration Chase specifies for 

eighteenth-century “liturgical” Requiems), but the lineage and precedent Chase provides 

is nonetheless valuable in understanding the history of the dramatic Requiem. 

As Thomas indicates, the dramatic Requiem reached its apotheosis in Berlioz’s 

Grande Messe des morts of 1837, and composers for decades after continued to compose 

Requiems in a dramatic style. It is worth noting that many of these more dramatic 

Requiems were premiered in Paris (Gossec, 1760; Reicha, 1808; Cherubini, C minor, 

1816; Berlioz, 1837). In addition, Paisiello’s Requiem was used in 1797 (with a newly 

composed orchestral overture) for the funeral of Louis Lazare Hoche, one of Napoleon’s 

generals. 

In her dissertation titled “Ritual and Drama in the Nineteenth-Century French 

Requiem,” Jane Snyder has compiled a list of all Requiem performances reviewed in the 

Revue et gazette musicale, a musical periodical which was published in Paris from 1834 

until 1879. In the first six years of its publication, the only Requiems reviewed were 

those by Cherubini (six times), Mozart (six times), and Berlioz (twice)—all of which are 

of the dramatic type. Beginning in 1840, new Requiem settings began receiving reviews, 

and these new settings continued to proliferate over the following decades, although the 

Mozart, Cherubini, and Berlioz remained staples. Since the scores of most of these new 

Requiem settings are either lost or inaccessible, we must rely on their reviews for a sense 

of the style of the works. In the majority of cases, the language used in the reviews of 

their premieres would seem to place them in the dramatic vein with Berlioz’s Requiem. 
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Examples include: the “bold and surprising” (“d'une hardiesse aussi surprenante”)34 first 

Requiem of Charles Gounod (1842); the “heroic” (“héroïque”)35 Requiem of Pierre-

Joseph-Guillaume Zimmermann (1846); the Requiem of François-Joseph Fétis (1850), 

described as possessing an “imposing gravity” (“gravité imposante.”);36 and that of 

Édouard-Marie-Ernest Deldevez (1852), whose premiere at the Madeleine employed over 

200 instrumentalists and singers.37 

 

Dramatic Style Features of Berlioz’s Requiem 

Berlioz’s Grande Messe des morts op. 5 (1837) is certainly among the most 

famous of the dramatic nineteenth-century French Requiems. Indeed, its premiere—

reviewed in the Revue et gazette musicale by Bottée de Toulmon, librarian of the Paris 

Conservatoire—was considered something of a revelation. Toulmon wrote, “We confess 

to have never heard in church a musical work that has moved us more deeply: and if we 

had to give our feelings the weight of authority, we could easily include many 

distinguished artists who shared them.”38 The author goes on to describe the religious 

music of previous generations as “cold and out of place,”39 and the religious music of his 

                                                      
34 Review, Revue et gazette musicale, December 18, 1842. 

 
35 Announcement, Revue et gazette musicale, October 25, 1846. 

 
36 Review, Revue et gazette musicale, October 27, 1850. Although Fétis was Belgian, his work is 

clearly in the same vein as the French dramatic Requiems of the period. 

 
37 “Les instrumentistes et chanteurs, au nombre de 200.” Announcement, Revue et gazette 

musicale, March 21, 1852. 

 
38 “Nous avouons n’avoir jamais entendu, à l’église, une œuvre musicale qui nous ait plus 

vivement remué: et, s’il fallait donner à nos sensations une valeur d'autorité, nous pourrions aisément citer 

un grand nombre d'artistes distingués qui les ont partagées.” Bottée de Toulmon, “Du Requiem de M. 

Berlioz,” Revue et gazette musicale, December 10, 1837. 

 
39 “de froid et de déplacé.” Ibid. 
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own generation as “eclectic and bastardized.”40 He describes a “musical anarchy today in 

the choirs of our churches, some rushing headlong into the excesses of secular music, the 

others, under the reactive feeling of pious rage, wanting us to return to the times of 

childhood in Palestrina and Orlando di Lasso.”41 In the end, he concludes that, prior to 

Berlioz’s Requiem there had been no real religious music,42 even going so far as to say, 

“We do not believe, in fact, that Christian thought in the Middle Ages can be better or 

more accurately understood than is reflected in the Requiem of Mr. Berlioz,” and that the 

premiere of this work marked “a whole new era for sacred music.”43 

It is apparent that the author of this review considered the dramatic expression of 

Christian thought to be the element of Berlioz’s Requiem that made it the first piece of 

“real religious music.” There are at least four salient features of Berlioz’s Requiem that 

contribute to its sense of drama: its overall scale, use of dynamics, texture, and harmonic 

approach. 

 

Overall Scale 

At around ninety minutes in length and employing more than four hundred 

performers, the sheer scale of Berlioz’s Requiem is among the most dramatic aspects of 

this monument of the choral-orchestral repertoire. The orchestra consists of no fewer than 

                                                      
40 “éclectique et bâtard.” Ibid. 

 
41 “…l’anarchie musicale qui règne aujourd’hui dans les chœurs de nos églises, les uns se 

précipitant tête baissée dans les excès d'une musique profane, les autres voulant, sous l'impression réactive 

d'une pieuse colère, nous ramener aux temps d’enfance de Palestrina et d'Orlando di Lasso.” Ibid. 

 
42 “…il n'a pas encore existé de véritable musique religieuse.” Ibid. 

 
43 “Nous ne croyons pas, en effet, que la pensée chrétienne au moyen-âge puisse être mieux 

comprise et plus fidèlement traduite qu’elle ne l’est dans le Requiem de M. Berlioz.” “une ère toute 

nouvelle.” Ibid. 
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165 players, with four extra brass bands of ten, eight, eight, and twelve players 

respectively, for a total of over two hundred instrumentalists. To balance this orchestra, 

Berlioz specifies a choir of at least 210, but indicates that the choir may be enlarged so 

long as the orchestra is also enlarged to balance, while still stipulating that the choir 

should be no larger than four hundred for most movements. 

 

Use of Dynamics 

Berlioz’s Requiem uses a relatively wide dynamic range, and frequently employs 

significant dynamic shifts over a short span of time. The overall written dynamic range 

extends from pppp to ff. To fully comprehend the actual dynamic range that one 

experiences in listening to this work, however, one must consider the forces Berlioz 

employs at the moments of loudest dynamic. Perhaps the loudest moment of the entire 

work occurs near the end of the Tuba mirum section of the second movement, where 

Berlioz represents the call of the trumpet on the Day of Judgment by using not only the 

entire orchestra simultaneously, but also the four extra brass bands, and the members of 

the choir singing high in their respective registers (two measures before rehearsal 28). At 

this point, although the written dynamic marking is only ff, the actual dynamic 

experienced by the listener is significantly louder. On the other hand, Julian Rushton 

points out that “most of the Requiem is at the quieter end of an enlarged dynamic 

spectrum which is itself more remarkable than mere volume.”44 

In addition to, and perhaps more significant than this wide dynamic range, are the 

rapid dynamic shifts Berlioz frequently employs. For example, only two measures after 

the loudest passage in the piece that was just described, the instrumental forces are 

                                                      
44 Rushton, 203. 
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eliminated, and the choir sings unaccompanied at a written piano dynamic that is also 

marked sotto voce (see mus. ex. 8). Such quick dynamic shifts are common in this work, 

and are one of the primary contributors to the sense of drama that defines it. 

 

Texture 

The vocal and instrumental textures of Berlioz’s Requiem vary widely over the 

course of the piece. However, particularly in the vocal writing, the composer shows a 

preference for counterpoint (both imitative and non-imitative), especially when the text 

expresses agitation. For example, at the choir’s first entrance in the first movement, when 

the text is a plea for God to grant rest to the dead, the basses present the primary theme, 

after which the tenors introduce a counter-melody doubled by the bassoons. This melody 

and counter-melody are exchanged among the three choral voices for fourteen measures 

until, at rehearsal 2, the three choral voices sing three distinct motivic ideas. Although 

these ideas bear some relationship to one another, the overall effect is one of 

heterogeneity, and therefore, of tension. Similarly, at the beginning of the second 

movement, where the text describes the Judgment Day as a “day of wrath,” the three 

choral voices sing three different themes that are entirely independent of one another (see 

mus. ex. 9). This use of heterogeneous themes in the choral voices continues throughout 

the first section of this movement, and is moreover a common feature of the work overall. 

 

Harmonic Practice 

In describing the harmonic practice he employed in his Requiem and other so-

called “architectural” or “monumental” compositions, Berlioz made the following  
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Musical Example 8. Dynamic contrast in Berlioz’s Grande Messe des morts (No. 2 “Dies 

irae,” 3 mm. before rehearsal 28).  

  
Source: Hector Berlioz, Grande Messe des morts (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1900): 98–99. 
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Musical Example 9. Non-imitative counterpoint in Berlioz’s Grande Messe des morts 

(No. 2 “Dies irae,” mm. 53–60). 

 

 
 

 

 

statement: “It is above all the scale of the movements, the breadth of style and the 

formidably slow and deliberate pace of certain progressions, whose final goal cannot be 
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guessed, that give these works their ‘gigantic’ character and ‘colossal’ aspect.”45 While a 

full harmonic analysis of this piece is outside the scope of this study, a brief discussion of 

Berlioz’s harmonic style and a few examples of harmony in the service of drama drawn 

from the writings of other authors whose analyses of this work are more complete will be 

offered. 

Hugh Macdonald describes Berlioz’s harmonic practice thus: 

[Berlioz] was not an innovator in the vocabulary of harmonic combinations, and 

did not seek new chords and modulations from extended chromatic chords; he 

was not wedded to the four-part style seen most clearly in Spohr, Schumann, and 

Wagner, nor did he use the power of functional diatonic harmony in the manner 

of Chopin, Wagner, and Brahms. Instead he was content with the basic 

vocabulary of Beethoven and Weber, and attributed a much looser obligation to 

individual chords than they or any others of his predecessors.46 

 

Berlioz did, however, innovate in other ways: 

If Berlioz in his mature works lacked the routine smoothness of his 

contemporaries in conceiving melody and accompaniment as a unit, and in 

writing linear basses, it was precisely because the accuracy of his musical hearing 

ran ahead of his training…. He conceptualized in his inner ear and wrote down 

what he wanted to hear. This often resulted in chord inversions which routine 

would not prescribe but which possess an expressive impact that routine 

harmonization would lack.47 

 

 Berlioz’s use of harmony to highlight the drama of the Requiem text seems to 

mostly take the form of progressions and/or harmonic shifts that underscore a particular 

textual idea. These generally take place over the course of several measures at least, and 

are seldom if ever sufficiently localized to be referred to as text painting. (In fact, because 

of Berlioz’s extensive text repetition it would be difficult for so local an effect as text 

                                                      
45 Hector Berlioz, The Memoirs of Hector Berlioz, trans. and ed. by David Cairns (New York and 

Toronto: Alfred A. Knopf, 2002), 525-26. 

 
46 Hugh Macdonald, Berlioz, The Master Musicians Series (Oxford and New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2000), 192–93. 

 
47 Rushton, 119. 
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painting to occur, since the repetition of text would necessitate the repetition of the text-

painting effect, which would run contrary to the sense of forward progression that 

characterizes the Grande Messe des morts.) An additional complicating factor is the fact 

that Berlioz seldom creates effects by means of a single aspect of the music. Harmonic 

effects are reinforced by other means and vice-versa, so isolating Berlioz’s use of 

harmony as a means of creating drama is problematic. Nevertheless, a few examples of 

the ways in which Berlioz uses harmony to dramatic ends have been mentioned in the 

literature. 

 Alan Dickinson points out one of these in the Lacrimosa: “The insistence of a 

recurring and strenuous minor key intonation of 3-4-4 bars is followed up by a 

contrasted, beseeching setting of the same text in a relative major.”48 Thus, Berlioz’s 

exploration of the various facets of the “Lacrimosa” text is aided by relatively simple 

harmonic means. Similarly, David Cairns points out that,  

from time to time there is a glimpse of hope, as in the radiant major chord 

breaking for an instant across the Requiem and Kyrie at its most forlorn point, or 

the light that falls like a benediction on the closing page of the Offertorium when 

the chant turns from its sad persistent minor and the whole movement, fugato and 

chant, resolves in a glowing D major.49 

 

On a much larger scale, Edward Cone offers two different possible interpretations of the 

carefully-controlled key relationships that exist within the Grande Messe des morts as a 

whole, each having its own dramatic implications. 

Of the two patterns, the first is simpler dramatically as well as musically. It 

distinctly separates the visions of the Dies irae stanzas and of the Domine Jesu 

Christe from one another and also from the framing earthbound sections. Within 

the latter of these, the heavenly scene appears as an element of other-worldly 

                                                      
48 Alan E. F. Dickinson, The Music of Berlioz (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1972), 97. 

 
49 David Cairns, Berlioz, Volume Two: Servitude and Greatness 1832–1869 (London: The Penguin 

press, 1999), 137. 
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contrast. The second pattern, on the other hand, presents the sections as 

interpenetrating one another. Its musico-dramatic imagery draws one only 

gradually into the visionary sphere, and it even seems to make Paradise less 

unattainable, owing to its cyclical key connection.50 

 

While these particular examples might be open to argument, it is clear that harmony—

including key relationships—was among the expressive tools that Berlioz employed in 

setting the Requiem text.  

                                                      
50 Edward T. Cone, “Berlioz’s Divine Comedy: The Grande Messe des morts,” 19th Century 

Music 4, no. 1 (Summer, 1980), 8. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE CONSERVATIVE TRADITION 
 

The Catholic Church’s Calls for Restraint 

The history of the Catholic Church’s official stance regarding music in the Mass 

and Divine Offices is long and complex. For the purposes of this study, a summary of the 

proceedings of the Council of Trent (1545–63) regarding music, and of Pope Benedict 

XIV’s 1749 encyclical Annus qui will provide a backdrop for the discussion of the 

Church’s conservatizing influence on sacred music in the nineteenth century. 

Robert F. Hayburn provides the following summary of the proceedings of the 

Council of Trent (1545–63) with regard to music in the Mass: 

[The Council of Trent] was not…concerned with the exact details of musical and 

stylistic problems, but rather with fundamental attitudes on its use in the 

liturgy…. Some wished to have a total suppression of music in the services of the 

Church, but others…wished to have a reform of music, so that any improper, 

impure, or lascivious aspects should be removed. This second group wished to 

preserve chant and polyphonic music for worship, but wished them to be a help to 

those who assisted at Mass and the Divine Office, rather than a distraction.51 

 

In September, 1562, a committee of deputies drafted the following: 

 

All things should indeed be so ordered that the Masses, whether they be 

celebrated with or without singing, may reach tranquilly into the ears and hearts 

of those who hear them…. In the case of those Masses which are celebrated with 

singing and with organ, let nothing profane be intermingled, but only hymns and 

divine praises. If anything is to be sung with the organ…let it be recited in a 

simple clear voice beforehand so that no one will miss any part of the eternal 

reading of the sacred writings. The whole plan of singing…should be constituted 

not to give empty pleasure to the ear, but in such a way that the words may be 

clearly understood by all.52 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
51 Robert F. Hayburn, Papal Legislation on Sacred Music: 95 A.D. to 1977 A.D. (Collegeville, 

Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1979), 25, 29. 

 
52 F. Romita, Jus musicae liturgicae (Rome: Edizioni Liturgiche, 1947), in Hayburn, 27. 
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Hayburn continues: 

At the insistence of the two musically-minded cardinals, the Papal Choir 

assembled on April 28, 1563, at the home of Cardinal Vitellozi, at his request, to 

sing some Masses and to test whether the words could be understood…. [Later,] 

on June 19…Palestrina was requested to perform a Mass in the Sistine Chapel, 

where a number of cardinals had gathered with the Pope. When the group admired 

the work, the Pope declared that such music be kept in the services of the Church 

on the condition that its use be disciplined.53 

 

Allan Atlas paints a slightly different, though not necessarily contradictory picture: 

All attempts at [a total ban on polyphony] were defeated, thanks, it seems, to a 

series of pieces by the Netherlander Jacob de Kerle (1531/32–1591) in which he 

demonstrated to the delegated that polyphony was capable of projecting the words 

in an intelligible manner. Kerle, then—and not Palestrina, as legend has it—may 

have been the first “savior” of polyphony.54 

 

Regardless of whose music motivated the decision, in the end the Council of Trent 

permitted the continuing use of polyphonic music in the Mass, but made clear that, (1) 

secular influences on sacred music were to be eliminated, (2) the attitude of singing in the 

Mass must reflect the solemnity of the occasion, and (3) the intelligibility of the liturgical 

texts must be preserved. The later Council of Toledo (1566), which was concerned with 

the execution of the decrees of the Council of Trent, added that “It is absolutely necessary 

to avoid all that is theatrical in the music used for the chant of divine praises and 

everything that evokes profane themes of love or warrior feats dear to classic music.”55 

Presumably due to the musically nonspecific nature of the decrees of the Council 

of Trent, numerous practices deemed inappropriate by the Church leaders either persisted 

in spite of the Council, or crept in over the following two centuries. As a result, in 1749 

                                                      
53 Hayburn, 30. 

 
54 Allan W. Atlas, Renaissance Music: Music in Western Europe, 1400–1600 (New York and 

London: W.W. Norton & Company, 1998), 581. 

 
55 Quoted in Pope Benedict XIV, “Annus qui” (Papal Encyclical), 19 February 1749, in  

Hayburn, 99. 
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Pope Benedict XIV issued the encyclical letter titled Annus qui which, although 

ostensibly concerned with preparing the churches for the influx of pilgrims associated 

with the coming Holy Year, spends most of its pages discussing a reform of the music 

used in the church. It appears that this encyclical was among the primary motivations for 

the ensuing reform movements throughout the Roman Catholic world. Indeed, Hayburn 

calls it “one of the most important documents on Church music. One may say, in fact, 

that it ranks second only to the November 22, 1903 Motu proprio of Pope Pius X.”56 

The encyclical—described as “long and full, yet practical and clear”57—is in nine 

sections: “Care and Cleanliness of Churches,” “Divine Office,” “Adversaries of the Use 

of Instruments,” “Proponents of the Use of Instruments,” “Theatrical Kind,” “Motets,” 

“Musical Instruments,” “Orchestral Music,” and “Practical Dispositions.” The first does 

not address music at all, and the second only insofar as ecclesiastics are enjoined to 

properly observe the Divine Offices, including the decree that “the chant be not executed 

precipitately or in too great a hurry.”58 Another quote from this section of the encyclical 

shows the Pope’s preference for monophonic chant over polyphony, here referred to as 

the “chant called figurative:” “It is…this [Gregorian] chant which, if executed in God’s 

churches according to the rules and with decorum, is more willingly listened to by devout 

men, and more rightly preferred to chant called figurative.”59 

The following two sections outline historical arguments from Church leaders in 

opposition to and in favor of instrumental participation in church services, as well as the 
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use of “harmonic” or “figurative chant.”60 Benedict quotes Thomas Aquinas as saying, 

“These musical instruments excite pleasure rather than interiorly dispose one to piety; in 

the Old Law they were used because the people were less cultured and were carnal and 

there was need to feed them by means of these instruments as at other times with earthly 

promises.”61 He goes on to discuss the Council of Trent, saying, “History tells us that the 

Supreme Pontiff Marcellus II had decided in his time to abolish music in churches and to 

substitute ecclesiastical chant with plain chant.” On the other hand, he states that, in 

response to hearing a Mass of Palestrina, “[Pope Marcellus II] cancelled the decision 

which he had taken.”62 He cites several ecclesiastics and theologians who permit 

instrumental participation in the Mass to varying degrees, and concludes by citing 

Persicus, an early-eighteenth-century Jesuit: “Although in rhythmic or figurative chant 

many abuses may be introduced—as can happen also in all ecclesiastical ceremonies—it 

is licit in itself, and for no reason forbidden if executed with religious decency and 

judicious reserve.”63 

The fifth section titled “Theatrical Kind” categorically condemns theatrical music 

in church, largely on the authority of St. Jerome (c. 347–420): “Everyone knows St. 

Jerome’s text, cited in the Canon Cantantes…. ‘To honor God it is not enough to sing 

with the voice; it is also necessary to sing with the heart. Neither must one anoint his 

                                                      
60 Throughout this encyclical, Benedict contrasts monophonic chant with music variously 

described as “rhythmic chant,” “harmonic chant,” and “ecclesiastical chant.” Not being a trained musician, 

he never provides a musical definition for these terms, although it is clear that he is describing vocal music 

and not instrumental music. Nevertheless, since he invariably contrasts these terms with monophonic chant, 

he must be referring to music in which more than one pitch sounds simultaneously. 

 
61 Thomas Aquinas, Summa, 2a–2ae, q. 91, art. 2. Quoted in Benedict XIV, in Hayburn, 96. 

 
62 Benedict XIV, in Hayburn, 96. 

 
63 Persicus, De officio divino et ecclesiastico (tract, n.d.), dub. 5, n. 7, in Hayburn, 98. 
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throat and lips with sweet ointment, as theatrical actors do, to produce theatrical melodies 

and songs in Church.’”64 

The sixth section, “Motets,” discusses the widely varying opinions of a variety of 

ecclesiastics regarding the singing of motets, many of whom opposed the practice 

altogether. In the end, Benedict concludes that motets may be used so long as the dictates 

of the Council of Trent are observed, emphasizing especially the necessity of textual 

clarity.65 

The seventh section, “Musical Instruments,” states: “We need to fix the limits 

between Church chant and music and that of the theaters. We must state the difference 

between the two because in our days figurative or harmonic chant accompanied by the 

playing of instruments are adopted both in theaters and in churches.”66 After discussing 

the opinions of a number of clerics regarding exactly which instruments could be used in 

religious services, Benedict concludes, 

We have not neglected to ask the advice of wise men and learned music Masters. 

In conformity with their opinion, you, Venerable Brethren, will see that, if in your 

churches musical instruments are introduced, you will not tolerate any 

instruments along with the organ, except the [cithara, the large and small 

tetrachord, the bassoon, the viola, and the violin], provided these serve to 

strengthen and support the voices. You will instead exclude [timpani, corni da 

caccia, trumpets, oboes, flutes, piccolos, harps, mandolins and similar 

instruments, which bring to mind theatrical music.]… We only warn that they be 

used exclusively to uphold the chant of the words, so that their meaning be well 

impressed in the minds of the listeners, and the souls of the faithful moved to the 

contemplation of spiritual things.67 
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 In the eighth section, “Orchestral Music,” he says, 

Where its use has been introduced it may be tolerated as long as it is serious and 

does not, because of its length, cause boredom or serious inconvenience to those 

who are in the choir, or who are celebrating at the altar, during Vespers and 

Mass…. But here We cannot be silent over the most inconvenient abuse and 

which must not be tolerated: on certain days of the year sacred buildings are the 

theatre for sumptuous and resounding concerts, which in no way agree with the 

Sacred Mysteries which the Church, precisely on those days, proposes [sic] to the 

veneration of the faithful…. 

The Pope deplores the blindness of the human mind and carnal men, who 

not only on holydays but also on those established in a very special way by the 

Church to venerate the memory of Christ’s Passion set aside devotion and sincere 

purity of mind and allow themselves to be carried away by the pleasures of the 

world and abandon themselves to their passions.68 

 

Thus, so long as it was kept within certain bounds, Benedict permitted the use of 

orchestral music in church services, though his reluctance to do so is evident. 

 The final section, “Practical Dispositions,” discusses the implementation of the 

recommendations made. 

Venerable Brethren, do not fail to publish, if necessary, edicts and laws which are 

in harmony with Our Circular Letters. By so acting, ecclesiastical chant will 

receive direction according to the rules which We have prescribed and firmly 

established in said letters, to the end that a start will be made in the reformation of 

church music.69 

 

His language here indicates the desire to begin a reform movement regarding church 

music, supporting the idea that this encyclical was the impetus for the renewed church 

music reform movements which took place throughout Europe in the ensuing decades. 

                                                                                                                                                              
67 Ibid., 103. Anomalies were suspected in the lists of instruments given in the Hayburn 

translation, so the original text was consulted and a more accurately-translated listing of instruments was 

inserted in brackets. “…la cetra, il tetracordo maggiore e minore, il fagotto, la viola, il violino. Escluderà 

invece i timpani, i corni da caccia, le trombe, gli oboe, i flauti, i flautini, le arpe, i mandolini e simili 

strumenti, che rendono la musica teatrale.” Pope Benedict XIV, “Annus qui,” accessed via Cooperatorum 

Veritatis Societas, “Documenta Catholica omnia,” http://www.documentacatholicaomnia.eu/04z/z_1749-

02-19__SS_Benedictus_XIV__Annus_Qui_Nunc__IT.doc.html (accessed March 19, 2015). 
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Cecilianism: The German Response 

Benedict mentions that at the time of the encyclical there were churches whose 

music was already in a state deemed appropriate. Among these he must have had in mind 

the members of the Caecilien-Bündnisse (Cecilian Leagues) which were organized in a 

number of prominent German-speaking cities in the eighteenth century. According to 

Siegfried Gmeinwieser, 

These organizations of church musicians upheld the ideal of sacred music with 

little or no instrumental accompaniment; the organ was one of the few instruments 

accepted as liturgically correct. This line of thought extended unbroken from the 

Council of Trent (1545–63) through the various regional church councils (notably 

at Rome in 1725), and from the encyclical Annus qui of Pope Benedict XIV in 

1749 to the Motu proprio of Pius X in 1903. Benedict’s encyclical was cited as 

authority for excluding virtually all instruments from church services; they were 

to be admitted only to accompany the singers in a subordinate role, and in 

particular to reinforce small choirs.70 

 

In addition to these restrictions on instrumental participation, chant was upheld as the 

ideal for use in the liturgy, and when polyphony was to be used the compositional style of 

Palestrina was advocated. Although some of these organizations were already in 

existence prior to Pope Benedict’s encyclical, the document certainly would have served 

to further legitimize their goals, and seems to have increased their influence. 

 Although it is known that Cecilian Leagues were organized in a number of cities 

during the eighteenth century, their precise history and the extent of their influence 

remain unclear. However, in the nineteenth century these organizations enjoyed increased 

influence due to the changing social and cultural climate. 

Cecilianism was nurtured by the early stages of industrialization, which 

engendered a longing for simplicity, unworldliness and the past, and a 

concentration on essentials, and by the generally historicizing climate of the 19th 
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century. Like the Nazarenes in the visual arts, the Cecilians took the old masters 

of the 15th and 16th centuries as models for their own compositions. They viewed 

Palestrina as the leading figure in church music, and based their criteria on the 

music performed in the chapels of Rome rather than on the more emotional 18th-

century repertory. Exaggeratedly graphic word-painting was to be avoided; 

expansive modulations and chromaticism—in fact all characteristics of theatrical 

music—were anathema.71 

 

Over the course of the nineteenth century the Cecilians became more organized and 

influential, culminating in the Pope’s official sanction of the Society of St. Cecilia in 

December, 1870,72 but their rigid conservatism isolated them from the musical 

mainstream. As a result their influence was limited, both in that a limited number of 

composers subscribed completely to their ideals, and in that mainstream composers such 

as Liszt and Bruckner subscribed to their ideals only in a limited way. 

 

The French Response 

Although the German Cecilian Leagues are the best known of the conservatizing 

forces in sacred music in the nineteenth century, the desire for a reform of church music 

was also felt in France. While the reform movement in Germany took the form of 

organized societies, the French response to the Church’s call for reform came more 

through public dialogue, and more slowly than the German response, presumably due at 

least in part to the French Revolution and the resultant decline in the influence of the 

Catholic Church in France. A number of periodicals dedicated to sacred music appeared 

in France in the early- to mid-nineteenth century, and debate over the nature of sacred 
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music was often heated.73 This attention to sacred music extended into the general 

musical press, and prompted a renewed interest in early music, so that in 1874 the 

majority of Requiems mentioned in the Revue et gazette musicale were by sixteenth-

century composers. (See Appendix B.) 

 

The Strict Approach 

For many in France—as for the Germans—“early music, and particularly 

Palestrina, presented the solution”74 to the problem of how to compose sacred music, and 

the sacred music press ultimately reached something of a consensus regarding the nature 

of sacred music. Jane Snyder summarizes it thus: 

The consensus rejected chromatic harmonies, disjunct motion, complexity in 

rhythm, and the superimposition of rhythmic patterns. The ideal pointed to an 

approximation of Renaissance harmonies and rhythms, with limited 

instrumentation grounded by the organ, namely, the Palestrina style. Palestrina 

purity was thought to represent the highest musical expression of piety and was 

the quintessential model for sacred works in its simplicity and dignity.75 

 

As is the case with the German Cecilians, music by French composers who adhered to 

this strict approach has not survived in any abundance. The closest we can come to 

understanding this style is by examining some of the religious works of Charles Gounod. 

Although on certain points Gounod was not in complete conformity with the most 

conservative French views on church music (e.g. his somewhat more adventuresome 

harmonic approach, and more frequent use of homophony than Palestrina polyphony), 
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much of his church music nonetheless displays the clear influence of the conservatizing 

forces in French church music during the period. 

 

The Moderate Approach 

Although both the German Cecilian Leagues and the French sacred musical press 

saw Palestrina as the ideal, the consensus of the French press seems to have been less 

rigid than the Cecilian Leagues. “At its most extreme, the specialized sacred music press 

endeavored to rid sacred music of modern harmonies, orchestration and melodic style. 

Moderates, on the other hand, discouraged an overtly theatrical style, but accepted a 

contemporary musical language tempered with sixteenth-century polyphony and chant.”76  

Camille Saint-Saëns was among these moderates. Born in 1835, he was in his 

teens and twenties when most of the sacred music periodicals began to be published, and 

although the extent of his involvement in the ongoing polemic in those publications is 

unknown, he spent much of his career as a church musician, and had strong views 

regarding the nature of music for church services. This included, at least late in his life, a 

skepticism with regard to the establishment of chant and Palestrina polyphony as the 

ecclesiastical ideal. In a 1913 article in the École Buissonnière, Saint-Saëns stated his 

views thus: 

In reality, after so many centuries, we have lost the key to this ancient art [of 

Gregorian chant]. It is a dead language and, as such, is imbued with an arcane 

character which nothing could replace. Surrendering to the chimera of primitive 

purity, the Pope has designated the Solesmes edition as the authentic version. He 

could not have done better and its adoption will undoubtedly be a very great 
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benefit. But one cannot be confined to sixteenth-century music. By what right can 

the musical expression and devotion of succeeding centuries be ignored?77 

 

On the other hand, in agreement with the exhortations of the Church, he adamantly 

rejected the use of theatrical music and secular concert pieces in church services. Louis 

Vierne described Saint-Saëns’s approach thus: 

With the exception of Gounod, who was a cultivated man, church musicians 

[during Saint-Saëns’s time] knew nothing of their art. To them Latin was a 

formless gibberish which they set in any way to any kind of music which, most of 

the time, was contrary to common sense and to the most elementary taste…. With 

so strong a classical background, literary as well as musical, Saint-Saëns 

immediately understood the problem and, since he entered the arena, strove to 

combat it…. He banished from his works all useless decoration and theatrical 

effects.78 

 

Thus, although late in life he expressed distaste for the Church’s call to return to chant 

and the polyphonic style of Palestrina, and his sacred compositional style did not conform 

to the style advocated in the press, Saint-Saëns was nonetheless a participant in the 

movement to reform and restrain sacred music. 

 

Conservative Style Features of Saint-Saëns’s Latin Motets and Gounod’s  

Messe breve pour les morts (1873) and Messe funèbre (1883) 
 

It is difficult to trace the characteristics of the music associated with the church 

music reform movement in France. The primary reason for this is that the compositions 

associated with this movement were generally written for use in church services, and as 
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such, were not reviewed in the musical press. In addition, in many cases these pieces 

were never published, and their manuscripts are either lost or inaccessible. For the 

purposes of this study, the Latin-texted motets of Saint-Saëns and the second and third 

Requiems of Charles Gounod will be presented as examples of the conservative style in 

French sacred music composition. 

In his recent study of Saint-Saëns’s Latin-texted motets, Scott Glysson identifies 

four characteristics consistently in evidence in this segment of the composer’s oeuvre:  

(1) “musical choices that either support or enhance the natural stress and meaning of the 

Latin text;” (2) “use of fully developed functional harmonic language typical of the 

nineteenth century;”   (3) “use of unobtrusive accompaniment;” and (4) “subtle text and 

mood painting.”79 In effect, Saint-Saëns’s intent seems to have been to continue using the 

musical language of his time in the composition of sacred music, but to seek a way of 

doing so that was more restrained than many of his contemporaries. Moreover, based on 

these style features, it appears that Saint-Saëns’s primary concern in writing such music 

was to focus on the intelligibility and expression of the text, while still employing the full 

harmonic vocabulary of the nineteenth century, if not the full instrumental vocabulary. 

A similar approach was apparently taken by some of Saint-Saëns’s 

contemporaries, including Charles Gounod. Over the course of his career, Gounod wrote 

four different settings of the Requiem Mass. The first—premiered in 1842—was never 

published, but based on the review of the premiere mentioned above (see p. 48), we may 

assume that it was of the dramatic type. The last, published in 1895 (Gounod died in 

1893), was his last completed work and is similar in duration, orchestration, and mood to 
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the Saint-Saëns and Fauré Requiems. The second and third—the Messe breve pour les 

morts (1873) and Messe funèbre (1883)—show most clearly the influence of the church 

music reform movement in France. 

The 1873 Messe breve pour les morts lasts a total of about twelve minutes, and 

only includes the text of the Introit and Kyrie, the Sanctus, the Pie Jesu, and the Agnus 

Dei. It is scored for choir (double SSTB in the first movement, SATTB in second 

movement, and SATB in the third and fourth movements) and organ or piano. The four 

movements bear no significant thematic or motivic relationship to one another, and each 

movement is through-composed.  

The harmonic practice employed in the Messe breve pour les morts seems to 

indicate a conscious move away from common practice tonality toward a more modal 

approach. The overall tonal plan is simple (F, C, F, f→F), and modal borrowing is very 

common, including minor subdominants at plagal cadences, as well as minor dominants. 

Additional modal elements include frequent plagal motion (cadences as well as 

progressions), extended oscillation between two harmonies (often relative major and 

minor), and other nontraditional progressions (V→iii, IV→iii→ii→I, etc.). In spite of 

these modal tendencies, movements still tend to conclude with very traditional 

predominant-dominant-tonic cadences. 

The 1883 Messe funèbre is very similar to the Messe breve pour les morts. It lasts 

about ten minutes, and the composer uses the same texts as in the Messe breve pour les 

morts. It is scored for SSTB choir and organ ad libitum, and is entirely through-

composed. The harmonic practice goes further toward a modal language than in the 

Messe breve pour les morts, with numerous plagal cadences, including the final cadences 
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of the first and last movements. The overall tonal plan is similar to the Messe breve pour 

les morts (F, C minor, G, F), but by moving the third movement to the key of G, Gounod 

creates ascending-fifth relationships between the first three movements (as opposed to 

traditional, functional descending-fifths), reinforcing a more modal feel. Modal 

borrowing—including minor subdominants and dominants—continues to be common as 

in the earlier work, as does the use of unusual chord progressions. Those movements 

which do not end with a plagal cadence continue to employ relatively traditional 

cadential progressions at their conclusions. Other cadential progressions can be less 

traditional, including a V+→I cadence in the Pie Jesu (mm. 17–20). 

To highlight the differences between Berlioz’s Requiem and the 1873 and 1883 

Gounod Requiems and Saint-Saëns motets, they will now be compared directly with 

regard to the four style features previously identified as contributing to the drama of 

Berlioz’s Requiem. 

 

Overall Scale 

As was previously mentioned, Gounod’s Requiems are significantly shorter in 

duration than Berlioz’s Requiem, each only ten to twelve minutes in length. This is 

primarily due to the fact that Gounod eliminates most of the text of the Requiem Mass, 

setting only the Introit and Kyrie, the Sanctus, the Pie Jesu, and the Agnus Dei. (The 

relative duration of the Saint-Saëns motets is irrelevant, since their texts and liturgical 

function are entirely different.) This drastic reduction in duration is accompanied by a 

striking economy of forces as discussed above. The reader will note that this 

instrumentation adheres strictly to the most restrictive calls of the Church and its reform-
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minded adherents regarding the use of instruments in church. Most of Saint-Saëns’s 

motets studied in Glysson’s document use this same instrumentation. 

 

Use of Dynamics 

Although the written dynamic range of Gounod’s Requiems and Saint-Saëns 

motets is similar to that of Berlioz’s Requiem, the overall performing forces and dynamic 

context would render a very different effect for the listener. The dynamic range of these 

pieces ranges from pp to ff, but since the ensemble consists of only organ and choir, and 

since the choir would most likely have been a smaller church choir, the objective volume 

level would be much lower. Moreover, dynamic shifts are far less frequent and less 

dramatic. 

 

Texture 

The texture of both Gounod’s Requiems and the Saint-Saëns motets is almost 

exclusively homophonic, likely in response to the Church’s call for intelligibility of text. 

In those rare instances where the text does not perfectly line up in all parts, pains are 

taken to ensure that the text remains intelligible. This is typically done either by ensuring 

that the text overlaps by only a single syllable, or by repeating the text which has been 

obscured by overlapping, or both.  

 

Harmonic Practice 

The Gounod Requiems in question employ a much simpler harmonic language 

than Berlioz’s Requiem. Chromaticism is far less common, and when it does occur, it is 
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generally in the form of modal mixture or brief inflections to very closely related keys. 

Though there are some more extended modulations, they are still to very closely related 

keys. In addition, the modal tendency discussed above sets these works clearly apart from 

Berlioz’s Requiem which, although it uses modality from time to time to evoke an 

ancient religious mood, does so in a very clearly tonal context. This differentiates these 

Gounod Requiems from the Saint-Saëns motets as well, which employ a harmonic 

language much more typical of nineteenth-century composers, and more similar to 

Berlioz’s Requiems than the 1873 and 1883 Gounod Requiems. 

The net result of the differences noted above between Berlioz’s Requiem and 

Gounod’s second and third Requiems is that Gounod’s Requiems are far less dramatic 

than Berlioz’s. Thus, when it comes to the setting of sacred texts, it would be hard to find 

works more different from one another than Berlioz’s Requiem and the 1873 and 1883 

Gounod Requiems. The Saint-Saëns motets are somewhat more similar to Berlioz’s 

Requiem and significantly more dramatic than the Gounod Requiems in question, but are 

still drastically different from Berlioz’s Requiem. It should be pointed out that, although 

the style features of Saint-Saëns’s motets and Gounod’s 1873 and 1883 Requiems do not 

completely conform to the strictest interpretations of the Church’s call for reform, they 

nonetheless clearly reflect the Church’s desire for less theatricality and greater clarity of 

text. We may presume that other compositions written in response to the movement to 

reform music for use in the Catholic Church would display similar characteristics. 
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CHAPTER 4: ELEMENTS OF THE DRAMATIC AND CONSERVATIVE 

TRADITIONS IN SAINT-SAËNS’S REQUIEM 
 

 

Overall Scale 

The scale of Saint-Saëns’s Requiem falls somewhere between that of Berlioz’s 

Requiem and that of Gounod’s 1873 and 1883 Requiems. The instrumentation (4 flutes, 2 

oboes, 2 English horns, 4 bassoons, 4 horns, 4 harps, 2 organs, strings) is somewhat 

unusual, and certainly nowhere near as large as the Berlioz, but is nonetheless clearly 

more in line with the dramatic approach than the conservative approach. On the other 

hand, although Saint-Saëns’s Requiem includes almost all of the text of the Requiem 

Mass (unlike the Gounod Requiems in question) it does so far more succinctly than 

Berlioz’s Requiem. Berlioz tends to dwell on lines of text, setting words melismatically 

and freely repeating lines of text in the interest of exploring their full dramatic potential. 

Saint-Saëns, on the other hand, sets the text sensitively but, as mentioned previously, 

employs almost exclusively syllabic text setting, and seldom repeats a line of text. As a 

result, the overall length of the piece is only about 35 minutes, compared to 90 minutes or 

more for Berlioz’s Requiem.  

It is also worth noting that, although Saint-Saëns’s Requiem employs instruments 

specifically forbidden in Benedict XIV’s encyclical (flutes, oboes, horns, and harps), he 

uses these instruments in a way that does not “bring to mind theatrical music.”80 In fact, 

the wind instruments seem to act almost as a third organ, frequently changing color by 

introduction and elimination of individual instruments, but more often functioning 

harmonically and coloristically than motivically or melodically. One might thus view the 

instrumentation of Saint-Saëns’s Requiem as three organs, harps, and strings—an 
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instrumentation that would align quite closely with the ideas presented in Benedict XIV’s 

encyclical, and which reflects the composer’s background as an organist. Also worthy of 

note is the complete absence of any percussion instruments, which figure prominently in 

the Requiems of Gossec, Eybler, Mayr, Cherubini, and especially Berlioz, as well as 

those later Requiems of Fétis (1850), Deldevez (1852), and Peter Benoît (1834–1901, 

Requiem 1863). 

 

Use of Dynamics 

The piece employs dynamic range typical of the dramatic style and almost never 

found in the conservative style, especially when one considers the objective dynamic 

range brought about by the instrumentation of the various works. Saint-Saëns’s 

application of dynamics, however, demonstrates greater restraint than Berlioz’s. 

Although Saint-Saëns does employ changes of dynamic for dramatic effect, his overall 

dynamic range is slightly more restrained, extending only from ppp to ff, and generally 

moving from one extreme to the other over much longer spans of time (see mus. exs. 10 

and 11). Furthermore, dynamic extremes occur relatively infrequently in Saint-Saëns’s 

Requiem, only occasionally moving beyond forte and piano, and at those times when it 

does move beyond that range, it is more often to pianissimo than to fortissimo. In 

objective terms, Saint-Saëns’s dynamic range falls somewhere between Gounod’s and 

Berlioz’s, being louder than Gounod’s simply by virtue of the size of the ensemble, but 

also softer than Berlioz’s for the same reason. Overall, dynamic and expressive markings 

occur significantly less frequently than in the Berlioz, generally less than once per 

measure compared to an average of at least once per measure in the Berlioz. 
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Musical Example 10. Dynamic contrast in Berlioz’s Grande Messe des morts (No. 1 

“Requiem et Kyrie,” mm. 13–23). This degree of contrast in such a short span is common 

in this work.  
 

 
Source: Berlioz, Requiem (Breitkopf & Härtel, 1900): 66.  
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Musical Example 11. Dynamic contrast in Saint-Saëns’s Messe de Requiem (No. 2 “Dies 

irae,” mm. 75–81, upper strings and voices). This degree of contrast over a relatively 

short span is unusual in this work. 
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Texture 

It is in the texture of Saint-Saëns’s Requiem that the influence of the conservative 

style is most evident. The texture of the piece is almost exclusively homophonic, 

sometimes broken up by antiphony between soloists and choir, and occasionally by 

polyphonic textures. Furthermore, in the few instances where polyphony does occur, 

rather than simultaneously setting two or three different motivic ideas as Berlioz does, 

Saint-Saëns passes a single motive throughout the choir (see mus. exs. 12 and 13). This 

results in an imitative polyphonic texture which is more uniform, and therefore less 

agitated than Berlioz’s non-imitative polyphony. In addition, as in his motets and the two 

Gounod Requiems in question, this textural choice ensures the intelligibility of the words, 

allowing the meaning of the Mass text to gain primacy over other concerns.  

 

Musical Example 12. Non-imitative counterpoint in Berlioz’s Grande Messe des morts 

(No. 6 “Lacrymosa,” mm. 114–125, choir).  
 

 
 

Source: Berlioz, Requiem (Breitkopf & Härtel, 1900): 134–135. 
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Musical Example 13. Imitative counterpoint in Saint-Saëns’s Messe de Requiem (No. 2 

“Dies irae,” mm. 23–28, choir). 

 
 

 

Harmonic Practice 

The harmonic language of Saint-Saëns’s Requiem is the complex chromatic 

language typical of the late Romantic period, rather than the simplified, quasi-modal 

harmonic language of Gounod’s Requiems. This includes frequent use of applied chords, 

modal borrowing, linear progressions, non-traditional harmonic successions, and 

complex long-range tonal planning. This is made immediately apparent at the outset of 

the piece, where the first chord of the first movement is an Italian augmented sixth of the 

dominant (i.e. an It+6 that leads to the dominant of the dominant). Similarly, the first 

chord of the second phrase is a French augmented sixth of the subdominant, and accented 

non-chord tones in both instances further obscure the already ambiguous off-tonic start 

(see mus. ex. 14). Moreover, the large-scale harmonic plan of the piece is coherent and 

complex with, for example, the entire seventh movement serving as a prolonged 

Neapolitan harmony in preparation for the beginning of the eighth movement on the 

dominant.  
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Musical Example 14. Chromaticism and off-tonic start in Saint-Saëns’s Messe de 

Requiem (No. 1 “Requiem-Kyrie,” mm. 1–8, keyboard reduction). 

 
Source: Saint-Saëns, Requiem, vocal score, ed. Michael Gibson, Choral Public Domain Library, 

http://www3.cpdl.org/wiki/index.php/Requiem,_op._54_(Camille_Saint-Sa%C3%ABns) (accessed May 1, 

2015). 

 

 

 

Figure 2 shows the harmonic relationships of the eight movements of this work. 

As can be seen, the key of each movement flows logically from that of the previous 

movement and is closely related to the key of the work as a whole. The first movement 

establishes clearly a C tonic, although the presence of extended passages in both C-major 

and C-minor obscures the quality of the key. Each of the subsequent movements is in 

some way closely related to this key. The second movement is again in C-minor, but also 

emphasizes F-minor to prepare the listener for the third movement which is in that key. 

The fourth movement is also in F-minor, and its harmonic motion is primarily linear and 

non-functional, permitting the next movement to be in a modally-related key: the 

subtonic E-flat. The keys of the following two movements (A-flat and D-flat, 

respectively) simply follow a descending-fifth motion from E-flat and, as was mentioned 

previously, the D-flat harmony which prevails throughout the penultimate movement 

prepares the beginning of the final movement which occurs on the dominant of the 

original key, C-minor. 
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No. 1 

Requiem-Kyrie 

No. 2 

Dies irae 

No. 3 

Rex tremendae 

Key(s) c/C→A-flat→c/C c f→d-flat→f 

Other Keys 

Emphasized 
 f A-flat 

 

No. 4 

Oro supplex 

No. 5 

Hostias 

No. 6 

Sanctus 

No. 7 

Benedictus 

No. 8 

Agnus Dei 

F E-flat A-flat D-flat c 

(Linear 

Progressions) 
g, B-flat E-flat   

Key: lower-case = minor; upper-case = major. “Key(s)” represents tonic and other keys to which the 

movements clearly modulate. “Other Keys Emphasized” are alluded to, and may even be briefly tonicized, 

but there is no true modulation. 

 

Figure 2. Tonal plan of Saint-Saëns’s Messe de Requiem. 

 

 

Text Painting 

 As was mentioned in the initial analysis of Saint-Saëns’s Requiem (see Chapter 

1), the composer engages in some text painting. Although he does not go to the same 

extremes as Berlioz in creating a mood by musical means—the latter often spending 

many measures depicting in music the drama of specific lines of the Requiem text— 

Saint-Saëns nonetheless clearly sought to musically express the meaning of the text, both 

generally and, sometimes, more specifically. This practice is absent in the 1873 and 1883 

Gounod Requiems (with one or two possible exceptions which are by no means 

convincing), and if present in the Saint-Saëns motets at all, is much more subdued. 

 

Use of Solo Voices 

The way in which Saint-Saëns uses the solo voices in his Requiem also 

demonstrates a move away from the dramatic. In the first movement, of the 41 measures 
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in which the solo voices sing, only ten are actual vocal solos; in the rest, two or more of 

the soloists are singing simultaneously. In the second movement the soloists sing for a 

total of 79 measures: for 28 of those, they simply double the choral parts; for another 23 

they sing simultaneously or in antiphony with the choir but with independent parts; and 

the remaining 28 measures are solos, including 20 measures marked “Récit,” or 

recitative. The tenor soloist has 60 measures of true solo music in the third movement, 

but in the fourth movement the soloists always sing together as an ensemble. In the fifth 

and sixth movements they do not sing at all, and in the seventh and eighth movements 

they again always sing as an ensemble. The result is that, with the exception of the 

second and third movements, the music written for the vocal soloists is more akin to the 

coro favorito in a polychoral work than to the soloists in a dramatic work, or even a late-

eighteenth- or early-nineteenth-century choral-orchestral Mass setting.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 
 

It is clear from his own statements, as well as from his approach to the 

composition of sacred music, that Saint-Saëns was in agreement with the Catholic 

Church’s desire for greater restraint in the composition of music for use in the Mass. His 

approach appears to have been unique among his contemporaries, most of whom either 

adhered to the more restrictive views espoused by the Church and the French sacred 

music press, or ignored the Church’s calls for restraint altogether and continued to 

compose and perform religious music in the dramatic style. In the composition of the 

Requiem, Saint-Saëns was presented with a compositional problem that was different 

from that of composing motets or Mass ordinaries. The text of the Requiem Mass is far 

more dramatic than that of the regular Mass—especially the “Dies irae” Sequence. This, 

it seems, was impossible for Saint-Saëns to simply ignore, and his compositional 

approach in the Requiem is significantly more dramatic than in the motets. 

Nevertheless, his approach to expressing the drama of the Requiem text is more 

subdued than that of his contemporaries. In fact, his Requiem seems to have set the stage 

for the next generation of French Requiems, including Gounod’s fourth and final 

Requiem of 1893, and those by Fauré and Duruflé, all of whose scale and mood are far 

more consistent with Saint-Saëns’s Requiem than with Berlioz’s. Saint-Saëns’s Requiem 

may thus be seen as the turning point in French Requiem composition from the dramatic 

approach back to a more subdued approach. Future research into the lesser-known 

Requiems of Beaulieu, Zimmermann, Wackenthaler, Deldevez, de Garaudé, Benoît, 

Lenepveu, and others will clarify the role of Saint-Saëns’s Requiem in this shift from 

dramatic to subdued. (See Appendix B.) 
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Respect for the Church seems to have been an important aspect of Saint-Saëns’s 

approach to all sacred music. It may be argued that his willingness to align his 

compositional approach to sacred music with the Church’s calls for greater restraint was 

simply a product of necessity. It is clear, however, that not all church composers during 

Saint-Saëns’s time responded to the Church’s calls, and many remained employed by the 

Church in spite of this. That Saint-Saëns should align with the Church in this way is 

somewhat surprising given the fact that, at least late in life, Saint-Saëns himself was not 

an adherent: in a 1914 letter to the Abbot Renoud he declared, “I am not nearly an 

unbeliever; I am one completely.”81 

However, respect for the Church is not the only possible explanation for his more 

restrained sacred style. Perhaps he was willing to respect the Church’s wishes regarding 

music earlier in his career because his religious views were not yet solidified at that point 

in time. On the other hand, it may have simply been because Saint-Saëns was aware of 

the importance of the Catholic Church in French culture and was willing to accept the 

reality of his situation, first as an employee of the Church,82 and later as a citizen of a 

nation whose culture had been powerfully shaped by Catholic Christianity for over a 

thousand years. Yet another possible explanation (and this is perhaps the most likely) is 

Saint-Saëns’s own personal sense that these texts—whether he believed them or not—

called for a different compositional approach than secular texts. Regardless of the 

reasons, even late in life when his atheism was “complete,” he was willing to be 

                                                      
81 “Je ne suis pas presque incroyant; je le suis absolument.” Saint-Saëns, letter to Abbot Renoud, 

10 October 1914, in Labie, 379. 

 
82 Saint-Saëns worked for the Church for nearly twenty five years, first as organist at St. Merry, 

beginning in 1853, and later at the Church of the Madeleine, from 1857 until 1877. 
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deferential to the Church, stating in the same letter in which he avowed his atheism, “I 

know to respect that which is deserving of respect.”83 

  

                                                      
83 “Je sais respecter ce qui est respectable.” Saint-Saëns, letter to Abbot Renoud, 10 October 1914, 

in Labie, 379. 
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APPENDIX A: TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS,84 AS USED IN SAINT-SAËNS’S 

REQUIEM AND ILLUSTRATING SAINT-SAËNS’S OMISSIONS 

 

 

Italicized text indicates liturgical text that is omitted from Saint-Saëns’s setting. 

 

1. Requiem-Kyrie 

 

Requiem æternam dona eis, Domine, 

et lux perpetua luceat eis. 

Te decet hymnus, Deus, in Sion, 

et tibi reddetur votum  

in Jerusalem: 

Exaudi orationem meam; 

ad te omnis caro veniet. 

 

Kyrie eleison. 

Christe eleison. 

Kyrie eleison. 

 

 

2. Dies irae 

 

Dies iræ, dies illa 

solvet sæclum in favilla, 

teste David cum Sibylla. 

 

Quantus tremor est futurus, 

quando Judex est venturus, 

cuncta stricte discussurus! 

 

Tuba mirum spargens sonum, 

 

per sepulchra regionum, 

coget omnes ante thronum. 

 

Mors stupebit et natura, 

cum resurget creatura, 

Judicanti responsura. 

 

Liber scriptus proferetur, 

in quo totum continetur,  

unde mundus judicetur. 

1. Rest—Kyrie 

 

Give them eternal rest, O Lord, 

and let perpetual light shine on them. 

A hymn befits you, God, in Zion, 

and to thee shall be returned a prayer 

in Jerusalem: 

Hear my prayers; 

all flesh returns to you. 

 

Lord have mercy. 

Christ have mercy. 

Lord have mercy. 

 

 

2. Day of Wrath 

 

A day of wrath, that day, 

dissolves the world into embers, 

as attested by David with the prophetess. 

 

What trembling will there be, 

when the Judge is come, 

to examine everything in strict justice! 

 

The trumpet's wondrous call sounding 

abroad, 

in tombs throughout the world, 

shall compel all before the throne. 

 

Death and nature stand amazed, 

when creation rises again, 

to answer the Judge. 

 

A written book will be brought forth, 

in which everything is contained, 

from which the world shall be judged. 

                                                      
84 Based on translations posted on the Choral Public Domain Library, edited by the author. 

“Requiem,” Choral Public Domain Library, accessed April 3, 2015. http://www3.cpdl.org/wiki/index.php/ 

Requiem. 
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Judex ergo cum sedebit, 

quidquid latet, apparebit, 

nil inultum remanebit. 

 

Quid sum miser tunc dicturus? 

Quem patronum rogaturus, 

cum vix iustus sit securus? 

 

 

3. Rex tremendæ 

 

Rex tremendae majestatis, 

qui salvandos salvas gratis, 

salva me, fons pietatis. 

 

Recordare, Jesu pie, 

quod sum causa tuæ viæ: 

ne me perdas illa die. 

 

Quærens me, sedisti lassus;  

redemisti crucem passus; 

 

tantus labor non sit cassus. 

 

Juste Judex ultionis, 

donum fac remissionis 

ante diem rationis. 

 

Ingemisco tamquam reus; 

culpa rubet vultus meus; 

supplicanti parce, Deus. 

 

Qui Mariam absolvisti, 

et latronem exaudisti,  

mihi quoque spem dedisti. 

 

Preces meae non sunt dignae; 

sed tu bonus fac benigne, 

 

ne perenni cremer igne. 

 

 

Inter oves locum praesta, 

et ab haedis me sequestra, 

statuens in parte dextra. 

 

So when the Judge is seated, 

whatever is hidden will be made known, 

nothing at all will remain. 

 

What shall I, a wretch, say at that time? 

What advocate shall I entreat, 

when scarcely the righteous shall be safe? 

 

 

3. Formidable King 

 

King of awesome majesty, 

those who are saved you save freely, 

save me, o fount of mercy. 

 

Remember, dear Jesus, 

that I am the reason for your journey: 

do not cast me away on that day. 

 

Seeking me, you sat down weary; 

you redeemed through the cross’s 

suffering; 

such labor be not in vain. 

 

Just Judge of vengeance, 

grant the gift of pardon 

before the day of reckoning. 

 

I groan like one accused; 

guilt reddens my face; 

spare the supplicant, o God. 

 

[You] who did absolve Mary, 

and heard the robber, 

have given me hope as well. 

 

My prayers are not worthy; 

but you, of your goodness, deal 

generously, 

that I burn not in unceasing flame. 

 

 

Grant me a place among the sheep, 

and separate me from the goats, 

setting me on your right hand. 
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Confutatis maledictis, 

flammis acribus addictis, 

voca me cum benedictis. 

 

 

4. Oro supplex 

 

Oro supplex et acclinis, 

cor contritum quasi cinis, 

gere curam mei finis. 

 

Lacrymosa dies illa, 

qua resurget ex favilla 

Judicantus homo reus. 

Huic ergo parce, Deus. 

Pie Jesu Domine, 

dona eis Requiem. Amen. 

 

 

Offertory: 

Domine Jesu Christe, Rex gloriae, 

libera animas  

omnium fidelium defunctorum 

de poenis inferni, 

et de profundo lacu. 

  

Libera eas de ore leonis, 

ne absorbeat eas tartarus, 

ne cadant in obscurum. 

 

Sed signifer sanctus Michael 

representet eas in lucem sanctam, 

quam olim Abrahae promisisti 

et semini eius. 

 

 

5. Hostias 

 

Hostias et preces tibi,  

Domine, laudis offerimus.  

Tu suscipe pro animabus illis  

quarum hodie memoriam facimus.  

Fac eas, Domine,  

de morte transire ad vitam,  

quam olim Abrahæ promisisti  

et semini eius. 

When the accursed have been confounded, 

and consigned to bitter flames, 

call me along with the blessed. 

 

 

4. I pray, humble 

 

I pray, humble and kneeling, 

heart contrite like ash, 

care for me at my end. 

 

Tearful [shall be] that day, 

on which rises again from the embers 

to be judged the guilty man. 

This one therefore spare, o God. 

Merciful Lord Jesus, 

grant them rest. Amen. 

 

 

Offertory: 

Lord Jesus Christ, King of glory, 

deliver the souls  

of all the faithful departed 

from punishments of hell, 

and from the deep lake. 

 

Deliver them from the mouth of the lion, 

may the abyss not swallow them up, 

may they not fall into darkness. 

 

But may the holy standard-bearer Michael 

lead them to that holy light 

which you did promise Abraham 

and his seed. 

 

 

5. Offerings 

 

Offerings and prayers to you,  

O Lord, we offer with praise.  

O receive them for the souls of those  

who today we commemorate. 

Make them, O Lord,  

to pass from death to life,  

as you promised Abraham 

and his seed. 
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6. Sanctus 
 

Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus, 

Dominus Deus Sabaoth. 

Pleni sunt cœli et terra gloria tua. 

Hosanna in excelsis. 

 

 

7. Benedictus 
 

Benedictus qui venit 

in nomine Domini. 

Hosanna in excelsis. 

 

 

8. Agnus Dei 

 

Agnus Dei,  

qui tollis peccata mundi,  

dona eis Requiem. 

 

Agnus Dei,  

qui tollis peccata mundi,  

dona eis Requiem. 

 

Agnus Dei,  

qui tollis peccata mundi,  

dona eis Requiem sempiternam. 

 

(Communion:) 

Lux aeterna luceat eis,  

cum sanctis tuis in aeternum,  

quia pius es. 

 

Requiem aeternam dona eis, Domine,  

et lux perpetua luceat eis. 

6. Holy 
 

Holy, holy, holy, 

Lord God of Hosts. 

Heaven and earth are full of your glory. 

Hosanna in the highest. 

 

 

7. Blessed 

 

Blessed is the one who comes 

in the name of the Lord. 

Hosanna in the highest. 

 

 

8. Lamb of God 
 

Lamb of God,  

[you] who take away the sins of the world, 

grant them rest. 

 

Lamb of God, 

[you] who take away the sins of the world, 

grant them rest. 

 

Lamb of God, 

[you] who take away the sins of the world, 

grant them everlasting rest. 

 

(Communion:) 

Let perpetual light shine upon them,  

with your saints forever,  

for you are merciful. 

 

Give them eternal rest, O Lord, 

and let perpetual light shine on them. 
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APPENDIX B: REVIEWS, ARTICLES AND ANNOUNCEMENTS ON REQUIEM 

MASS PERFORMANCES PUBLISHED IN THE REVUE ET GAZETTE MUSICALE 

 

 

Year Composer (number of times reviewed) 

1834 Cherubini (2), Mozart 

1835 Cherubini, Mozart 

1836 Cherubini, Mozart 

1837 Berlioz, Cherubini, Mozart 

1838 Berlioz 

1840 [Marie-Désiré Martin-]Beaulieu [1791–1863] 

1841 Berlioz 

1842 Berlioz, [Ramon] Carnicer [1789–1855], Cherubini, Gounod 

1843 Berlioz, Gounod 

1845 Berlioz (5) 

1846 Zimmermann 

1847 Mozart 

1848 Mozart 

1849 Mozart (3), Zimmermann 

1849 Zimmermann 

1850 Berlioz, Fétis, Mozart 

1851 Mozart, [probably Xavier] Wackenthaler 

1852 Berlioz (4), Deldevez 

1853 [Alexis] de Garaudé [1779–1852] 

1854 de Garaudé, [F.G. de] Liguoro, Mozart 

1855 Cherubibni (2), Fétis 

1858 Fétis 

1861 Mozart 

1862 Mozart 

1863 Benoît, Cherubini 

1864 [Beaulieu] 

1865 [Louis] Ehlert [1825–1884] 

1865 Mozart 

1868 Berlioz (2), Mozart 

1872 [Charles] Lenepveu [1840–1910] 

1874 [Giammateo] Asola [c. 1532–1609], [Simon de] Bonefont [fl. c. 1556], 

[Orazio] Vecchi [1550–1605], [Giovanni Pierluigi da] Palestrina 

[1525–1594], [Giuseppe Ottavio] Pitoni [1657–1743], Verdi 

1875 [Johannes] Brahms [1833–1897], Mozart 

1878 Berlioz (3), Poisot, Saint-Saëns 

1879 Berlioz (6), Mozart, Saint-Saëns 
      (Adapted from Jane Snyder, “Ritual and Drama in the Nineteenth-Century French Requiem.”85) 

 

                                                      
85 Snyder, 264–65. 
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APPENDIX C: PARTS USED FOR LECTURE RECITAL PERFORMANCE 

 

 

 My lecture recital performance of the Saint-Saëns Requiem consisted of 

movements 1, 2, 4, 7, and 8, and was given with a small string orchestra (3, 3, 2, 2, 1), 

harp, and organ. The string players used the original parts published in 1878—the first 

and only edition of the work ever published. (Other editions do exist, but all are reprints 

of the first edition.) The harp also used the original harp part, with one exception: in the 

original work, the composer calls for four harps, all of which play in unison except in the 

fifth and seventh movements, where they are divided into two parts. For my lecture 

recital I created a new harp part for the seventh movement which incorporated the most 

audible features of the two harp parts in the original—that is, the ascending arpeggio in 

the second harps, and the descending arpeggio in the first harps. This part is included 

below, along with one for the fifth movement. 

 The organist used an organ part published by Durand in 1927 which incorporates 

the wind parts, and the parts for the Grand orgue and Orgue d’accompagnement into a 

single part. This resulted in a performance that was quite satisfactory, which can be found 

here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FZk0nKcU4ZE. However, the organ part was 

found wanting in the seventh movement, so I created a new organ part which is included 

below. 
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